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heterodoxy on the subject of justification : the 
members of the Oratory of Divine Love were 
extirpated. Speculative philosophy and phy­
sical science were punished with like furious 
and cruel zeal. It was by the advice of this 
pope that Phillip II. endeavored to impose 
the Romish faith on Holland by force of arms; 
he approved Alva’s bloody measures, and 
sent him the consecrated hat and sword in to­
ken of his approbation. In his papacy the 
IIu<ruenots were utterly defeated in France, 
and preparations were made for the treacher­
ous massacre on St. Bartholomew’s eve,which 
his successor, Pope Gregory XIII., sanction­
ed. Thus, between the years 1566 and 1572, 
the bloody struggle was well nigh accomplish­
ed, by which Europe was divided, as it was 
forever, in Catholic and Protestant powers.
In the year 1563, Pius IV. had encouraged 
Albert, duke of Bavaria, to enforce Romanism 
in his dominions, by a gift of one tenth of the 
property of the clergy. Thenceforward, the 
Catholic princes of Germany co-operated with 
the Jesuits with the utmost zeal; explaining 
away or violating the treaty of Passau, and 
many of them imitating the cruelties of Italy 
and Spain. The Austrian rulers were more 
mild and prudent; vet many important steps 
were there also taken in the same direction. 
Only in two countries had Catholicism met a 
direct check : in Holland and in England.— 
The bloody and attrocious acts, which will ev­
er stain the names of Phillip and Alva, did 
not subdue the brave Hollanders ; the Invinci­
ble Armada effected nothing against England. 
So ended this second era.
It may perplex a moralist to discuss wheth­
er Rome was better towards the sixteenth 
than at the end of the fifteenth century. Red- 
handed crime and bold-faced libertinism were 
driven out of the priestly order at the later pe­
riod. Decorum of conduct was requisite even 
for a cardinal or a pope ; none were too high 
to feel public opinion. Dignity and serious­
ness were universal, and wickedness paid to 
virtue the tribute ofhypocrisy. But ambition 
and avarice were as active as ever; dissimula­
tion had changed its form, not its nature, nor 
its ends : cruelty might find its vent under the 
garb of religious zeal: all freedom of inquiry, 
in philosophy or in science, was stopped by 
the Inquisition, and the Romish kingdoms ap­
peared to be handed forever in implacable ha­
tred and war against the Protestant powers.
In the third era, France begins to assume a 
new aspect. The French court had recently 
outdone Alva in treacherous cruelty to Protes­
tants. But the weakness of Henry III. stir­
red up the house of Guise to usurp the royal 
power, under presence that the king was not 
zealous fnqnghn'iYfilffvfas’lorined ; the Span­
ish armies and the Jesuits took part against 
the crown. Now it was that the subtle casu­
istry of the latter began to develop itself, and 
their doctrine that it is lawful to assassinate 
kings was spread. Henry himself had the 
two brothers of Guise thus murdered; and 
immediately after, he also suffered the same 
fate from the hand of a monk. The pope, 
the Spanish ambassador and the whole party 
were delighted at the event; but it opened the 
throne of France to Henry of Navarre, a 
Protestant whom the pope had excommunica­
ted.
Endless were the intrigues now set on foot, 
tedious the civil war. Suffice it to say, that 
Henry prevailed, by the active help of the Hu­
guenots and our queen Elizabeth ; and issued 
the famous edict of Nantes, for the protection 
of Protestants ; that he won the hearts of his 
Catholic sabjects, who zealously acknowl­
edged him ; that the pope would not absolve 
him, even when he professed Catholicism (for 
he was a heretic twice lapsed !), so the Galli­
can church received him without the pope’s 
leave, and successfully asserted her indepen­
dence. France became reconciled to herself, 
and enthusiastically national; while at Rome, 
two hostile factions, French and Spanish, 
were organized.
At the same time great jealously arose 
against the denomination of Spaniards among 
the Jesuits; and the pope made a Neapolitan 
of the French party, general of the order.— 
The Spanish party accused the new and rising 
faction of heresies akin to Pelagianism: the 
French people assailed the whole order for 
their king-killing doctrine, which was awfully 
illustrated jp an attempt to assassinate Henry 
IV. The spell of their sanctity was broken, 
and it began to be understood that they were 
crafty politicians, unsound moralists, whom 
the sovareigns had cause to dread. Thy quar­
relled also with the Inquisition, which dared 
to arrest and judge one of their members.
The Spaniards at the same time offended 
the papal court deeply, by dictating to it con­
cerning the elections of popes; by which 
they threw the pope into the arms of F rance 
for succor. Moreover, in the sage republic 
of Venice, arose formidable enemies to 
the court of Rome. Long irritation had been 
produced by the pope’s invasion of their Ital­
ian territorial rigihts, as well as by his eccle­
siastical pretensions, and Leonardo Donato 
was elected doge, the great opponent of the 
pope’s temporal claims. All Venice was laid 
under an interdict, but the Venetians pronounc­
ed the bull, ipso facto, null and void, and 
none of the clergy would obey it. The pa­
pacy, which had seemed to itself at the pin­
nacle of power and glory, was aghast to find 
itself impotent against so small a state. It 
needed all the efforts of France and Spain 
united, to heal the pride of the combatants, 
and smooth over the surface of affairs. Still 
the effect was great on Europe, especially as 
it gave immense interest to the treaties of Fra 
Paolo Sarpi (the impartial historian of the 
council of Trent), on the limits of ecclesias­
tical and temporal sovereign tv.
<0 b0e chcr.
DEATH OF THE VENERABLE BEDE.
BY MRS. LYDIA H. SIGOURNEY. 
Northumbrian breezes freshly blew 
Around a cloistered pile,
And Tyne, high swoln wilh vernal rains.
Was murmuring near the while;
And there, within his studious cell,
The man of mighty mind,
His cowled and venerable brow 
With sickness pale, reclined;
Yet still, to give God’s word a voice,
To bless the British Isles,
He labored, while inspiring faith 
Sustained the toil with smiles;
Still o’er the loved disciple’s page 
His fervent spirit hung,
Regardless though the grasp of pain 
Each shuddering nerve unstrung.
‘Speed on!’ Then flew the writer’s pen 
With grief and fear perpiext,
For Death’s sure footsteps nearer drew 
With each receding text.
The prompting breath more faintly came—
‘Speed on!’—his form I see—
That awful messenger of God,
Who may not stay for me.’
‘Master, 'tis done.' ‘Thou speakest well,
Life with thy lines kept pace’ —
Thfcy bare him to the place of prayer,
The death-dew on his face;
And there, while o’er the gasping breast 
The last keen torture stole,
With the high watch-word of the ekies,
Went forth that sainted soul.
Review or Professor Ranke’s Ecclesiasti­
cal and Political History of the Popes 
of Rome.
Concluded from the 53d page*
In the year 1551, tlie Jesuits were invited 
by Ferdinand to Vienna, and with wonderful 
rapidity extended themselves over half of Ger­
many. The favor of princes introduced them 
to the universities; and by diligence, zeal, 
order, formal erudition arid ostentatious aus­
terity, they carried all before them. Without 
genius, originality, or any deep and ingenu­
ous piety, they monopolized
soil. , ,
The ascetic spirit had also thrown more 
and more of its supporters into the cardina- 
late ; and the bigot Caraffa urged the pope 
(Paul III.) to erect a universal tribunal called 
the Inquisition, after the model of that by 
■which Ferdinand the Catholic had extirpated 
Moors in Spain. In 1542 the pope gave way 
io their representations, and to an express me­
morial from the hand of Ignatius Loyola. The 
cardinals Caraffa arid Toledo were the first 
commissaries, and they proceeded without de­
lay and without remorse, to perpetrate atroci­
ties which have justly earned for the very 
name of the Inquisition the deepest hatred of 
Europe. . - ,
But the ascetic spirit presently reached the 
papacy itself. The first pope, elected for his 
purity of morals, was the aged Adrian of 
Utrecht, tutor of Charles V. This was in 
1522, and indicated a turn of the tide. In 
1534, Paul III. set the example of electing 
cardinals who had no recommendation but 
personal merit. In 1555, the power of the 
strict party was remarkably manifested by the 
election of two popes of their side. The for­
mer, Marcellus IL, died on the 22d day, and 
the most austere of the cardinals, Caraffa, 
was chosen to succeed him. This old man 
was, as we have said, a vehement ascetic and 
a merciless bigot; hut he had also been rear­
ed in an intense hatred of the house of Aus­
tria, and by his furious attacks on the rights of 
sovereigns, he did the papacy no small dam­
age. His successor, Pius IV., though no zeal­
ot, forever put an end to the bold treasons 
against the estates of the church, in which the 
relatives of a pope had been used to indulge; 
for he executed, without trial, Cardinal Caraf­
fa, nephew of the late pope, and five of his 
nearest relations. Thenceforward nepotism 
showed itself only in a more legal form. But 
Pius IV., though himself a man of the world, 
did more than his predecessor for the spread 
of stricter morals, first, by forcing the council 
of Trent to a termination ; secondly, by the 
influence of his nephew, Carlo Borromeo, a 
man of the purest integrity and simple piety, 
who was practically his prime-minister, and 
afterwards archbishop of Milan. This pope 
also terminated the vain effort of the papacy to 
support itself against the sovereigns, and com­
menced the close union with the Spanish 
crown, which each power found to be profita­
ble. We see, therefore, why his reign is the 
era at which Protestantism came to a stand.
Now commences the dreadful reaction in 
its full tide of power. His successor, Pius 
V., carried the ascetic principle to its highest 
point; and exhibited in his own character the 
deplorable and instructive union of deep de­
votion, singular purity, humility and unearth- 
iiness, with fanatical and most cruel bigotry. 
Archbishoprics and bishoprics gradually fell 
to the ascetic party ; the Inquisition went on 
with its merciless work in Spain and Italy.— 
Carranga, archbishop of Toledo, who, after 
Pole, had'done more than any man to restore 
Romanism in England, was put to death for
But, next to the failure of the Spanish 
Armada, the most important event of this per­
iod was the permanent vindication of Sweden 
from a Catholic yoke. Its king, Sigismund 
Augustus, having overturned the Protestant 
rights of Poland, thought to do the same 
with equal ease in Sweden, when by the death 
of her king he became the heir. His haugh­
ty conduct gave full warning of his intentions, 
which were opposed by constitutional and vi­
gorous methods; At length he tried the for­
tune of war against his uncle, Duke Charles, 
leader of the Protestants, and was totally de­
feated. Lutheranism was permanently incor­
porated with the constitution, and Spain lost 
all hope of getting a Swedish port to facilitate 
her attempts on England, Holland, or, if 
chance so required, northern Germany. This 
important revolution was finished, A. D. 1600.
Still the Romish cause gained ground in 
this era. Poland was won back to the old 
system, although neither Protestantism nor 
the Greek faith could be wholly suppressed. 
In Germany also, the counter-reformation 
continued to work; always by the co-opera­
tion of the princes and Jesuits. Even at 
Gratz, the central point of the Protestant doc­
trine and interest, the Austrian princes, reared 
under the Jesuits, determinately enforced 
the Romish doctrine. Matters became so 
critical, as to produce a new Union of Pro­
testant princes, when the Catholics alleged 
that the recess of Augsburg (which had ex­
pounded the treaty of Passau) was null and 
void. The Romanists dared not go forward, 
but both sides prepared for war.
It is evident that the ascetic impulse, whence 
the counter-reformation had sprung, was al­
ready spent in most parts of Europe. In 
Spain and Italy, where it achieved its work 
most rapidly, it scarcely outlived the career of 
those who, like Philip II., had been young 
in its commencement. Yet the effects sur­
vived. Especially the pure and sainted life 
of Carlo Corromeo, and others of his school, 
as St. Francois de Sales, spread a new and 
better spirit across the Alps, and gave rise to 
a great internal regeneration in the French 
church and monasteries. The real piety and 
striking usefulness of tlie new Gallican saints 
did more mischief to Protestantism in that 
country, than the swords of their enemies 
had effected.
The fourth era opens with the Thirty 
Years’ War in Germany. In this period of 
dreadful confusion, warfare began first to be 
practised on a large scale, and with the prin­
ciples of mordern science. Tlie Lutheran 
princes ill supported the Calvinistic elector 
Palatine. France and Sjiam, m^civu-Ml^xihuv, 
but just when the Protestants appeared to be 
swallowed up by their enemies, an unexpec­
ted door of deliverance was opened. The 
Spaniards had severely wounded the pope in 
his Italian interests, and the policy of Urban 
VIII. was decidedly anti-Austrian. lie stir­
red up war on the side of France, and drew 
off the Austrian armies to another object. 
The power of the Emperor Ferdinand was 
already vast; should lie utterly subdue the 
Protestant princes, what could withstand the 
house of Austria? It was no time for the 
pope to be over nice, and Cardinal Richelieu 
had no Catholic scruples. lie called in the 
able and victorious Gustavus Adolphus, king 
of Sweden, to assail the emperor in the 
north: the pope was cognizant of the whole 
affair, and of the stipulations made with 
Gustavus. The Protestants had not been 
really subdued: they were ready rather to 
‘restore Germany once more to her ancient 
solitude and barbarism.’ Italian intrigue 
pervaded all the empire, and won over the 
German princes. Among other victories of 
diplomacy, they induced the emperor to dis­
miss Wallanstein, liis overbearing but victo­
rious general.
Now properly the war commenced, A. D. 
1625. Gustavus Adolphus for a time carried 
•every thing before him, and seemed likely to 
become emperor of all northern Germany.
It was known that the pope rejoiced in his 
success; but the furious protests of the Span­
iards, Austrians, and even of the cardinals, 
had no effect on the violent and determined 
Urban. Gustavus fell prematurely in his ca­
reer of conquest, yet the war lingered on with 
dreadful atrocities, and, Cardinal Richelieu’s 
armies distracting the emperor, neither party 
was strong enough to end it. The pope him­
self then inpeded peace, by making inordi­
nate claims at the very last; stubbornly enfor­
cing the very things which the Protestants 
were fighting to avoid. At length a congress 
of the powers made peace in the very face of 
the papal nuncio, and against his protest. So 
strikingly did the theoretical rights of the pa­
pacy disable the pontiffs from retaining influ­
ence over tlie Catholic states’
Meanwhile, a vast effect was wrought both 
in France and on all Europe, by the adminis­
tration of the Cardinal Richelieu. His in­
cessant efforts were directed to suppress the 
political power of the Huguenots, and concen­
trate the entire force of the Kingdom in the 
hands of the crown. lie was not, properly 
speaking, a persecutor of the Protestants; for 
he granted them a certain toleration as soon 
as he had taken their last fortress. After this, 
he added his exertions to those of the English 
and Dutch, to wear out Spain by war. This 
country was already half ruined by misgov­
ernment and by the oppressive effects of en­
slavement in mind and body ; and continued 
rapidly to decay. With Spain fell all hope 
of more widely extended. Romish domination 
in Europe. France soon showed a sufficient­
ly anti-papal spirit. Louis XIV. appears to 
have loved to mortify the court of Rome, by 
denying and curtailing its privileges to the
utmost; while he vindicated his orthodoxy by 
his cruel banishment of the Protestants.
The papal power, meanwhile; had inter­
nally decayed just as had that of Spain. Our 
author furnishes us with much new and valu­
able information on the finances of the popes 
and their internal administration, at which we 
can but glance.
When Julius II. first enlarged so greatly 
the territory of the popes, the estates of the 
church were more lightly taxed than any in 
Italy; and the municipal privileges of cities 
were reserved to them. It is in thi3 form, 
and not in provincial parliaments, that liberty 
has ever shown itself in Italy. But in the 
sixteenth century, the popes contracted a vast 
national debt, and loaded their people with 
oppressive taxation. They gradually usurped 
the rights of the cities; and, by trying to 
confiscate the estates of nobles under legal 
pretexis, brought on a dangerous intestine war 
of banditti, which perhaps has never since 
been perfectly suppressed. Each new pope 
founded a new noble family, which had to be 
provided for; and in spite of after acquisitions 
of territory, through their inordinate expens­
es,—in wars, in subsidies to the Germans, in 
educational and collegiate establishments, in 
architectural embellishments, in secret service 
money, and in gifts of hard cash to their own 
relations,—through such causes they became 
more and more impoverished.
The state of Italy for nearly two centuries 
past, has convinced every politician in Europe, 
of whatever ecclesiastical sentiments, how 
baneful to that country is the government of the 
sovereign pontiff. In no other civilized land 
is the interest ol rulers and subjects so little 
identified. The first object considered is not 
the benefit ol the people, nor of any class, na­
tional interests can hardly exist; but to the 
aggrandizement of ‘the church’ all besides is 
sacrificed by the best intentioned of the popes. 
In more recent days, the papal revenue from 
without has been perpetually suffering curtail­
ment. The Gallican finances are gone for­
ever; from South America and from Mexico 
little can now find its way to Rome; Spain 
and Portugal have ceased to furnish treasures; 
Austria was always parsimonious. From 
Italy alone must now be drained whatever the 
court of Rome can get for carrying on its wide 
scheriies of conquest. Such indeed is the 
singular state of things, that the pope’s per­
son and kingdom might be endangered by the 
expulsion of English travelers from Rome; 
whose vast expenditure helps the public reve­
nue, and enriches the shopkeepers.—London 
Eel. Rev. ----- -------
E. F. ELL KT.
Sleep on, ye faint and faithless,
Who could not watch to see—
Though stars grew pale to witness 
Your Master’s agony!
Sleep, while His spirit wrestles 
Alone, with his dread doom;
Now, while o’er wrung with anguish,
He groans , ‘Tlie hour is cornel’
The hour—none Time hath numbered 
Wore ever pall so deep!
Earth ’nealh its burden trembles,
And heaven’s bright myriads weep;
And cherubim and seraph,
Stand silent round the throne,
For lie who reigns in heaven,
Spares not his only Son!
The hour of hell’s rejoicing!
For mighty hordes, set free,
Proclaim, o*er a world’s ruin,
Infernal Jubilee!
Full soon their demon triumph,
Shall rending rocks attest;
In this wild hour of terror,
‘Sleep on, and take your rest.’
The hour of human madness!
Andlo, with murderous strife,
The blinded crowd press onward,
To slay the Lord of life;
And ye, while maniac passion 
Fills every sinful breast,
Ye followers of Jesus,
‘Sleep on, and take your rest.’
Oh, ye who say you love him,
Amidst a world of pride;
Was it to pay your ransom,
The Lord of glory died?
Shall sinners now betray Him,
And pierce that holy breast,
And ye, all faint and heartless,
‘Sleep on and take your rest.’
FREE JUSTIFICATION.
In the free Justification of sinners before 
God, and giving his acceptance and peace of 
conscience, the gospel displays its power un­
to salvation. It comes to the penitent trans­
gressor as a ministration of righteousness, as 
a word of reconciliation and peace. It opens 
the prison doors, and bids the captive go free. 
The power of the law was great, as repres­
ented in the mighty thunderings ijdth which 
it was given; but, in comparison with the 
gospel, the law was weak, and could make 
nothing perfect. The power of the law was 
for destruction. The power of the gospel is 
a life-giving power. The law could only 
hold down the man who was down before; it 
could never give him life again. But the 
power to give life is far greater thru the pow­
er to kill. The gospel is thus mighty to pass 
by transgression and sins, to set at liberty the 
souls that are bound, and to givri boldness in 
the presence of the King of saints to the poor 
captives of Satan. When the sinner’s heart 
is brought under the influence of the gospel 
by the power of the Holy Spirit, it takes away 
the burden of guilt; it silences every accuser; 
it fills the believer with the confidence of 
hope; it forbids every weapon to prosper 
which is formed against him, and condemns
every tongue which rises up in judgment 
against his soul. The justification which the 
gospel gives is a perfect and entire one. The 
sins of a life, however accumulated, however 
aggravated, are blotted out in one moment, 
and that forever. A new and perfect right­
eousness is bestowed upon the pardoned sin­
ner; and he stands before God, not only with­
out a stain of guilt, but with a character as 
perfect, and a title to an inheritance of glory 
as entire, as if he had never transgressed 
against God. In the justification of the be- 
liver, the gospel makes every thing sure. 
‘Who shall lay any thing to the charge of 
God’s elect? It is God that justifieth; who is 
he that condemneth? It is Christ that died; 
say rather, that is risen again; who is at the 
right hand of God for ever.’ And where he 
is, his followers are also to be. In this total 
change in relation of a sinner towards God, 
the gospel shows its power: it turns aside the 
edge of judgment, and rejoices in a victory 
over condemnation; and relieving a soul from 
fear, from danger, and from death, it shows 
itself to he the power of God unto salvation. 
—Dr. Byng.
THE CHURCH.
What is tlie church? There is hardly a 
mistake more injurious to the interests of 
Christian charity, or one which has more 
effectually impeded the progress of the gospel, 
and prevented that gospel from having free 
course, and being glorified, as it will be glo- 
tified when it has free course, than that erron­
eous opinion which certainly has prevailed, I 
would almost say universally-—but very gen­
erally, and, I fear, still too widely prevails— 
that the church is the clergy.
The church! Am I asked again, what is 
the church? The ploughman at his daily 
toil; the workman who plies his shuttle; the 
merchant in his counting-house; the scholar 
in his study; the lawyer in the courts of jus­
tice; the senator in the hall of the legislature; 
the monarch on his throne,—these, as well as 
the clergyman, in the works of the material 
building, which is consecrated to the honor of 
God,—these constitute the church. The 
church, as defined by our articles, ‘is a con­
gregation of faithful men, in which the pure 
word of God is preached, and the sacraments 
duly administered.' You, therefore, are the 
church, as well as we who address you in 
this lariguage of exhortation; and it is upon 
you we make the call, while We admit it to be 
binding on ourselves; and therefore it is be­
cause it is the church’s duty,.dfietv* i'ir the 
duty of evprv ri'emhvi ol ',1*v ...j uivnle Head, 
that not one of its members can surfer, but tlie 
whole body feels; may the great Head him­
self feels in the remotest and meanest member 
of the body: not the weakest member of the 
body can make an exertion'in faith and love, 
but the blessed effects of it are felt to the ben­
efit of the whole, which ‘groweth by that 
which every joint supplieth, to the increase of 
itself in love.’—Bishop of London.
THE HOLY SPIRIT.
The Spirit of God is first arenewing Spir­
it. It ereateth anew heart in a man, where­
by he becometh a kind of new creature: it 
disposeth him to obedience. And true obe­
dience submitteth to the cofnmander’s will 
entirely; it doth not pick and choose; The 
Spirit of God is, secondly, a holy Spirit; 
and such a holy Spirit will not brook to dwell 
in a soul thati3 subject to sin. It will endure 
no such inmate: they can no more dwell to­
gether than light can folio# with darkness. 
The Spirit of God is also a loving Spirit, and 
sheddeth abroad the love of God in every 
heart it taketh possession of. And love is so 
comprehensive a grace, that it includeth all the 
rest; and so is' in effect the fulfilling of the 
whole law. Tlwie is a thread of lovfe that 
runneth through all the particular duties and 
offices of the Christian life, and stringeth 
them, like so many rich pearls, into one chain. 
—Bp. Sanderson.
It is the wisdom of .a Christian when he 
can solace himself against the meanness of his 
outward condition, and any kind of discom­
fort attending it, wilh the comfortable assur­
ance of the love of God, that he hath called 
him to holiness, given him some measure of 
it, and an endeavor after more; and by this 
may he conclude, that he hath ordained him 
unto salvation. If either he is a stranger 
where he lives, or as a stranger deserted of 
his friends, and very near stripped of all out­
ward comforts; yet he may rejoice in this, 
that the eternal, unchangeable love of God, 
that is from everlasting to everlasting, is seal­
ed to his soul. And oh, what will it avail a 
man to be compassed about with the favor of 
the world, to sit unmolested in his own home 
and possessions, and to have them very great 
and pleasant, to be well monied, and landed 
and befriended, and yet estranged and severed 
from God, not having ariy token of his spe­
cial love.—Archbishop Leighton.
There is nothing in religion further out of 
nature’s reach and out of its liking snd believ­
ing, than the doctrine of redemption by a Sa­
viour, and a crucified Saviour, by Christ, and 
by his blood, first shed on the cross in his 
suffering, and then sprinkled on the soul by 
his spirit. It is easier to make men sensible 
of the necessity of repentance and amend­
ment of life (though that is very difficult) 
than of this purging by the sprinkling of this 
precious blood. Did we see how needful 
Christ is to us, we should esteem him more. 
—Ib.
There is a secret, but very powerful virtue, 
in a word, a look, or touch of this spirit upon 
the soul, by which it is forced, not. with a harsh
but a pleasing violence: and can not choose 
but follow it, not unlike that of Elijah’s fnaf?- 
tleupon Elisha. How easy did the disciples 
forsake their callings and dwellings to follow 
Christ,—Ib.
Let us not delude ourselves, this ik a truth 
if there be any in religion—they that are no 
made saints in the estate of grace, shall never 
be saints in glory. The stones that are ap­
pointed for that glorious temple above, are 
hewn, and polished, and prepared for it here, 
as the stones were cut and prepared in the 
mountains, for building the temple of Jerusa­
lem.—Ib.
1 hey that think they are bound for heaven 
in the ways of sin, have either found a new 
way untrodden by all that have gone thither 
or will find themselves deceived in the end. 
We need not then, that poor shift for the 
pressing of holiness and obedience upon men,’ 
to represent it to them as the meriting cause 
of salvation. This is not at all to the pur­
pose, seeing without it, the necessity of holi­
ness to salvation is pleasing enough; for holi­
ness is no less necessary to salvation, than if 
it were the meriting cause of it, it is as insep­
arably tied to it, in the purpose of God. And 
in the order of performance, godliness is as 
certainly before salvation as if salvation did 
wholly and altogether depend upon it, and 
were in point of justice deserved by it. See­
ing then there is no other way to happiness, 
but by holiness, no assurance of the love of 
our God without it, take the Apostle’s advice,: 
study it, seek it, follow earnestly after holi­
ness, -without -which no man shall see tho 
Lord,—Ib.
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For the Western Episcopal Observer.
PASSAGES FROM THE MANUSCRIPT JOUR­
NAL OF A TOUR IN EUROPE.
POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTION.----PEACE SOCIETY.'
Londoii, May 14, 1^40. 
Perhaps the most highly useful and inter­
esting exhibitions at present in London, are 
at the Polytechnic Institution, Regent street; 
Names of public associations, like those of 
ships, are too frequently irrelative to, if not 
at variance with their nature and objects; but 
in this case, at least, the name may be viewed 
as a vignette, perfectly characteristic of the 
establishment it denotes.
This Institution, similar in kind to that of 
the Adelaide x.xinju.avLureL
. groat ball and gallery, small rotunda, 
geological/ mining and boiler rooms, the the-' 
atre, (lecture room,) microscope room, labora­
tory, engineer’s work-shop, &c.
From half past ten till six, the whole estab­
lishment is open for inspection ; hut at differ­
ent times through the day the visiters are 
sutnmoned, by the ringing of a bell, to the 
particular lectures and exhibitions, which 
seem to comprehend the most, interesting dis­
coveries in every department of science and 
the arts.
In the Hall of Manufactures may be Seen 
the Work-shops of an optician, ivory turner, 
<fee.', containing the necessary lathes and most 
beautifully manufactured tools; a glass furnace, 
exhibiting fancy glass-blowing in miniature; a 
rotary steam-engine; weaving, by power- 
looms ; letter-press printing, performed by a 
self-inking pressi &c.
In the centre of the Great Ilall, which is 
120 feet long., are two canals, having a sur­
face of 700 feet of water, with all the appur­
tenances of dock-yards, ships in progress of 
building, locks, water-wheels in motion, &c.; 
and here are exhibited the explosion of ves­
sels by lightning, and various experiments in 
electricity. At the junction of the canals is a 
large reservoir, into which is immersed a di­
ving-bell, supplied by two powerful pumps, 
and capable of containing several persons.—
A diver, furnished with a water-tight helmet 
and flexible air conductor, descends to the 
bottom, and shows the method of recovering 
wrecks, by attaching cylinders subsequently 
inflated by the air-pump. He also sinks the 
model of a ship containing a charge of gun­
powder, which, by means of a wire commu­
nication with a voltaic battery, receives the 
electricity, and is instantly blown to atoms 
under water.
In the gallery are placed two metallic re­
flectors, by which whispers are audible the 
whole length of trie hall, and meat is cooked 
100 feet from the fire..
i. In the laboratory, Mr. Gurney’s light, for 
light-houses, is kept in a reflector. It is pro­
duced by passing pure oxygen into the flame 
of oil or other carbonaceous bodies, and is 
called the ‘Bude Light,’ after Mr. Gurney’s 
residence in Cornwall. It combines intensU 
ty with quantity to an unprecedented degree; 
and may be seen at the distance of 90 miles, 
when placed 6n a sufficiently elevated situa­
tion.
The hvdro-oxygen microscope, said to be 
the largest ever constructed, throws the ob­
jects upon a screen containing 425 square 
feet: though now a well known apparatus, it 
is not the less interesting on that account.-
In the theatre, lectures on the pneumatic 
telegraph, magnetism, and other branches of 
natural philosophy are delivered daily. Our 
.fortune has just been to hear one upon c/jZo- 
rine, and the tire-cloud. The latter experi­
ment is extremely beautiful. The flames in‘ 
large masses roll across the ceiling, and fold' 
and wreath their brilliant volumes with an in-' 
finite and graceful change that impresses the 
beholder with astonishment and awe.
Nor was the least interesting exhibition, 
that of the baloon of Mr. Greene, with which
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that adventurer designs to cross the Atlantic, 
from the United States to England. I have, 
unhappily, little confidence in his safety, if 
he attempt the experiment, subject, as it must 
be, to various unforeseen contingencies ; at 
the same time there is no doubt of the cor­
rectness of his principles, or the accuracy of 
bis calculations. lie disclaims all intentions 
of proceeding in a course contrary to the wind, 
but fully establishes his pretensions to give 
direction to the balloon, as well as to elevate 
and depress it without the discharge either of 
ballast or of gas. By the varied application 
of a wheel moved by a spring, and fur­
nished with paddles that act angularly upon 
the air, like those of a windmill, he causes his 
model balloon not only to ascend and descend, 
ndvance and recede, but to curve, or describe 
the segment of a circle to the right or the 
left—the air in the theatre being perfectly at 
rest. The invention is simple, ingenious, and 
to all appearance, completely successful.
The various trades in operation, as copper-
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THOUGHTS ON THE SOLAR SYSTEM.
In a former number, upon the facts of the
rotation and revolutions of the sun, planets, 
and satellites; their motion in the same direc­
tion, and nearly in one plane ; and the phe­
nomena and apparent changes of the nabulous 
stars, the theory was adventured upon, that 
the sun was first created in the form of gas, 
and that upon its condensation, its lighter mat­
ter, highly plastic from heat, was so thrown 
off’ from its equatorial regions as to form the 
planets, which,undergoing like changes, threw 
off from their equators their respective satel­
lites. To pursue the same line .of investiga­
tion:
Facts. Of the four planets nearest the 
sun, only the largest, and the least dense but 
one, is attended by a satellite.
Theory. The density of the two inferior 
planets is much greater than that of the sun ; 
and so our theory is crossed. But then it is 
not contradicted., since portions even of the
ful and mysterious gift of 
making the bread and 
wine Christ’s body and 
blood.’—Tract 10, p. 4. 
Edition of 1834.
The Church of Eng­
land nowhere restrains 
her children from pray­
ing for their departed 
friends.—Ibid. vol. iii. p. 
22.
make his Maker. 
Isaac Barrow.
-Dr.
plate printing, carving on wood, &c., could lighter equatorial matter might be more dense
scarcely be enumerated without the risk of be­
ing tedious ; and the galleries, containing mo­
dels of ships in wood and ivory of the most 
beautiful workmanship, of sculpture, archi­
tecture, and colossal specimens in anatomy, 
&c., of implements of agriculture, of grap- 
pling-shot, and various apparatus for rescuing 
ship-wrecked persons, hydrostatic beds, &c., 
would require at least a week to visit satisfac­
torily.
An extensive museum is connected with 
the Institution, the articles in which arc of 
the most interesting kind, and in perfect keep­
ing with its character and spirit. In this de­
partment we found numerous relics recovered 
from the Royal George, and other wrecks, 
some of which had been two hundred years 
under water; a bow and quiver that belonged 
to Tamerlane ; a fine mosaic of George the 
Fourth, executed at Rome, from a portrait sent 
thither by the king,which contains two millions 
of stones, all of their natural color, and was
upwards of five years in completion.-----
Also the cabinet of Marquerite of Parma. The 
last article was carried off to Paris by Bo­
naparte, that wholesale collector of valuable 
curiosities, and after being ordered to be re­
turned, upon the restoration of the Bourbons, 
and subsequently meeting with a series of 
wonderful adventures, is now placed here to 
be sold for $12,000. It is a fine, old-fashion­
ed affair, covered with carved work, and or­
namented with pearls and precious stones.
In an upper room is exhibited the process 
of weaving silk and the fine drawn fibres of 
glass together. The warp is silk, the woof 
glass, the patterns, crimson, white, and violet 
flowers, and the appearance of the texture in­
comparably more brilliant and glossy than that 
of the richest damask. It is designed for the 
pannels of drawing rooms, and is certainty' 
one of the most beautiful inventions of mod­
ern times.
On the whole, it is not possible to contem­
plate this extensive store-house of materials 
for the acquisition of knowledge, without as­
tonishment and admiration; or without the fer- 
of man.
The Peace Society of London holds its 
annual meeting during the present month. It 
originated among that exemplary and peace- 
loving people, the ‘Friends,’ and agreeably 
to their avowed principles, is founded, exclu­
sively, upon the doctrine of non-resistance.— 
The rendering of this doctrine (perhaps at 
the beginning, unfortunately,) the fundamen­
tal one, has unquestionably retarded the pro­
gress, and precluded the extended influence 
of the Society. Last evening, however, much 
gratifying encouragement to persevere was af­
forded to the members, at the anniversary 
which was held at the meeting house in Bish- 
opsgate street.
Mr. Rundel, member of Parliament, presi­
ded, and a numerous and influential audience 
was addressed by many talented speakers,cler­
gymen and others, belonging to the different 
denominations of the Christian church.
One gentleman, the proprietor of extensive 
iron works in Wales, gave an«interesting ac­
count of the effects of peace principles upon 
his workmen, on the occasion of the descent 
of the chartist mob upon Newport. This in­
dividual discovering that it was the intention 
of his men to join in the riot, invited them to 
discuss the propriety of the enterprize ; and 
by the enforcement of the principles of the 
religion of peace, so completely succeeded in 
overcoming the arguments of such as urged 
that their refusal to participate in the tumult 
would bring destruction upon themselves, that 
both they and others in their immediate vicin­
ity, to the number of fifteen hundred, remain­
ed quietly at their work, while the neighbor­
ing regions were thrown into confusion by 
the political whirlwind that swept over them.
It appeared that the secretary, Mr. Alexan­
der Brockway, and the corresponding com­
mittee, hold communication with the Peace 
Society of America,—with Mr. Ladd, of Bos­
ton, and other estimable individuals in the 
United States. They also regularly receive 
the published essays on the subject of perma­
nent and universal peace, as they issue from 
the press in that country; and little doubt, 
seems now to be entertained of the practica­
bility of constituting, by the common consent 
of nations, a court of arbitration, to whose 
decision, in cases of international dispute, un­
conditional compliance may be made, without 
a compromise of national honor.
Upon the reading of the report, it appear­
ed that the treasurer was in debt about a thou­
sand dollars. A gentleman immediately pre­
sented one half the sum, saying, at the same 
time, that he hoped others would be 
found to contribute the remainder. A liberal 
subscription was forthwith commenced, and 
during its progress, a letter was handled to one 
of the members announcing that a bequest of 
the deficient amount had been made to the So­
ciety by a person lately deceased. The co­
incidence was hailed as auspicious,—several 
resolutions, in furtherance of the objects of 
the meeting were adopted with unanimity ; 
and the pleasing impression was made upon 
the assembly, that through the blessing of 
Providence, an enlarged sphere of action was 
now open to the Society, and that its friends 
might henceforth anticipate its permanent 
prosperity and ultimate success. N.
than other portions, and even more dense than 
the entire mass; or in cooling so near a con 
trolling gravitating body, might have become 
more dense. At any rate, the more dense 
the more likely to revolve near the sun will 
accelerated velocity, and the less likely to 
throw off satellites. Only the largest of thes 
four is attended by a satellite, and that only 
with one, exactly as was most likely to hav 
been the result of the supposed cause.
Facts. The moon revolves upon its own 
axis in the same time it does in its orbit.
Theory. This is one of the most amazing 
facts in the solar system, that, whilstthe equa­
torial velocity of the sun is above 100,000 
miles an hour, of Jupiter nearly 30,000 miles, 
and even of the earth 1,000 miles, the equato­
rial velocity of the moon is not much more 
than twenty miles. Astronomers account for 
this by demonstrating, that the radius of that 
equatorial diameter of the moon which is per­
pendicular to the earth, is its largest radius, 
controlling the position of the moon, so that 
the same face must always he towards the 
earth. This is true, even if the moon be a 
homogeneous body. But then, why is it true? 
If not homogeneous, but if in settling under 
the controlling gravitating influence of the 
earth, the more dense portions of the moon’s 
mass, still plastic by beat, fell on the side to­
wards the earth, that radius must be longer, 
and must forever remain nearly perpendicular 
to the earth's surface.
Facts. But the satellites of Jupiter follow 
the same law, revolving on their own axis in 
the, same time in which they revolve around 
their primary. And of the satellites of Sat 
urn it is certain that the fifth does the same, 
and that one portion of it consists of matter 
so exceedingly attenuated, that it is scarcely 
capable of reflecting light at all, and under 
glasses of small power, seems therefore, at 
times to disappear.
Theory. How can we account for this 
wonderful fact, but by a common cause equal 
to its natural production? If the lighter equa­
torial portions of the planets flew off from 
their nrimaries whilst yet in a plastic state, 
dating, different from that which influenced 
their primaries, owing to the overreaching in­
fluence of the attraction of the primary. That 
influence may have drawn the heavier portions 
of matter toward the primary, and, in the 
case of the fifth satellite of Saturn, have left 
the opposite portion so unsubstantial, spongy 
or porous, as to be nearly incapable of any 
sensible reflection. This theory is confirmed 
by the fact that the specific gravity of the sat­
ellites does not appear to be quite as great as 
that of their primaries, and that the moon in 
particular, seems to have cooled more sudden­
ly. So much so, that its surface is greatly 
more broken than that of the earth, and pre­
sents forms proper to volcanic lava. And 
from the same cause it may have resulted, that 
its matter could not give out gasses in the pro­
portions to create water, or to form any sensi­
ble atmosphere. Certain it is, that oceans do 
not exist upon its surface, perhaps no water at 
all, and its atmosphere is so rare, and of such 
slight elevation as to be scarcely discernible.
The oblateness of the larger planets, proves 
incontestibly that they were once plastic, and 
thoroughly plastic. What cause so natural as 
heat ? The uniform increase of temperature 
as the depth increases through the earth’s 
crust, the existence of perpetual internal volca­
nic fires, and the communication between dis­
tant volcanoes, render it almost certain that 
the earth’s oblateness resulted from rotary mo­
tion when in a plastic state, and that the cause 
of this plasticity was heat. The same must 
have been true of die asteroids, or, upon the 
breaking up of the primary they could not 
have been resolved into spheres. S.
The Tridentine De­
cree declares, that it is 
good and useful, suppli- 
antlyto invoke the saints, 
and that images of Christ 
and the Blessed Virgin, 
and other saints, should 
receive due honor and 
veneration; words which 
themselves go to the ve­
ry verge cl what could 
he received by the cau­
tious Christian, though 
possibly admitting of an 
honest interpretation.’— 
Ibid. 71, p. 17.
‘The prevailing notion 
of bringing foi ward the 
atonement,explicitly and 
prominently on all occa­
sions, is evidently quite 
opposed to what we con, 
sider the teaching of the 
Scripture.—Ibid. 80, p. 
74.
‘What is the distinc­
tion between lesser and 
greater, venial and mor­
tal sins ? or if mortal 
sins be sins against the 
Decalogue, as St. Augus­
tine says, are they only 
the highest degrees of 
those sins, or are they 
the lower also?’—Pre­
face to Tract 67. p. 14.
A theology which dif­
fers from our own, in 
considering that faith and 
aot baptism is the prima­
ry instrument of justifi­
cation.’- Newman on Jus­
tification. p. 31.
‘The argument of ul­
tra-Protestantism may be 
taken; and we may say, 
‘The Bible, and nothing 
but the Bible,’ but this 
an unthankful rejection 
of another great gift 
equally from God.’-Tract 
81, p. 8.
‘As the Scripture tea- 
eheth us, let us think 
that the soul of man go- 
eth straightways either 
to heaven or to hell, 
whereof the one needeth 
no prayer, and the other 
is without redemption.’ 
—Homily on Prayer.
‘ What doctrine can 
possibly be invented to 
cross and contradict the 
Scriptures more plainly 
than this doth V—Bishop 
Beveridge.
‘A Church corrupted 
with idolatry, very much 
the same, in kind and de­
gree, with the worst that 
ever prevailed among the 
Egyptians or the Ca- 
naanites?’—Bishop Hors­
ley.
‘Dwell in your discour­
ses ... on the one 
sacrifice of Christ once 
oifered; on the inefficien­
cy of all other means of 
atonement; on Christ 




tion of mortal and venial 
sins, which neither hath 
God ever allowed, nei­
ther while he gainsays 
it., will ever the Protes­
tant.’—Bishop Hall.
‘The doctrine of sacra­
mental justification is 
justly to be reckoned 
amongst the most mis­
chievous errors that are 
in the Church of Rome.’ 
—Bishop Burnett.
‘The Bible, the Bible 
only, is the religion of 
Protestants. ’ —Chilling- 
worth.
* If this writer had referred to the Church Cate­
chism, he would have learnt from it that the sacra­
ments are not sources of grace, but means of grv.ee.
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THE PULPIT, THE PEN, AND THE PRESSCINCINNATI AND LOUISVILLE:
SATURDAY, ATRIL 10, 1841.
Messrs. Editors: The following showing from the 
London R.ccord, will be found edifying to those of 
your readers who desire to know the tendencies of 
the Tracts for the Times toward other errors of Ro­
manism than the vital one concerning the docrine 
of Justification. I.
OXFORDISM VS. PROTESTANTISM.
‘Knowing of themselves that if appeal be made 
to the sacred bench of Prophets and Apostles they 
cannot stand, they carry the suit of religion craftily 
into the court of the Fathers.’—Bishop Hall.
OXFORC ISM.
‘Thou dost soothe the 
heart, thou Church of 
Rome.—Lyra Apostolica.
‘ Rome was our mo­
ther, through whom we 
were born to Christ.’— 
Tracts for the Times, No. 
77. p 33.
‘Scripture and tradi­
tion are the joint rules of 
faith.’—Ibid. 78, p. 2.
‘Revelation, wherever 
found, in Scripture or 
antiquity. ’—British. Crit­
ic for Jan. 1838, p. 224.
‘The Sacraments, not 
preaching, are the sour­
ces* of Divine grace.’ — 
Advertisement to vol. i. 
of Tracts.
‘Intrusted with the aw-
PROTESlAUTISM.
‘The one great aposta- 
cy from the truth; the 
declared object of divine 
displeasure.’-Bishop Van 
Mildert.
‘The Church of Rome 
was never our mother’s 
mother ; our Christian 
faith catne not from the 
seven hills.'-Bishop Hull.
‘The written word of 
God is the sole rule of our 
faith and practice.-Bish­
op Tomline.
‘They which add tra­
dition as a part of super­
natural, necessary truth, 
have not the truth, but 
are in error.’—Hooker.
‘It pleased God by the 
foolishness of preaching 
tosavelhem thatbelieve. 
—1 Cor. l. 21.
‘It is on both sides con­
fessed that the word o! 
God outwardly adminis 
tcred, (bis spirit inward 
ly concurring therewith,) 
converteth, edifyeth and 
saveth souls.’—Hooker.
‘ As if a man could
BENJAMIN DRAKE, ESQ.
Died, on Thursday, April 1st, at 9 o’clock, A. M. 
Benjamin Drake, Esq. in the 46th year of his age.
Born of pious parents, Air. Drake early received 
from their kind and faithful lips, lessons of heavenly 
wisdom, which were exemplified in their own Chris­
tian walk and conversation. Parental prayer was 
the aegis of his youth, and its blessed protection sur­
rounded him when the authors of his being were no 
more, on earth.
Lessons of celestial truth, justice and benevolence, 
early inculcated, found, through God’s grace, a ge­
nial soil in the naturally amiable and excellent dis- 
enci for God, a strong and inflexible devotion to 
justice, combined with an affectionate and active 
benevolence,-those three great foundation principles 
of all that is excellent in human character, were 
deeply imbedded in the mind of our friend. If we 
were asked to say what traits of character were re­
markably eminent in him, we should name those of 
gentleness and constancy: humility and firmness. 
These, with a chastened and amiable cheerfulness 
ever regulated by a singularly delicate sense of the 
proprieties ofcultivated sentiment, feeling and inter­
course, and sustained by the resources of varied lit­
erature resting on a basis of sound professional 
learning, rendered the deceased in a very remarka­
ble degree an object of respect and affection. Sel­
dom, if ever, was anger seen quivering Upon his lips 
or resentment flashing from his eye, Seldom, it 
ever, was he known to be unduly elevated by the ap­
plause or in the slightest degree intimidated by the 
censure of the world.
A constitutional reserve restrained the freedom of 
his general address, but the depth and strength and 
fervor of his affectionate heart, chastened by the 
truths of our holy leligion,never failed to rise like a 
flowing fountain and mingle willi kindred spirits. 
Few ever passed through the period of life assigned 
him, in the possession of so large a measure of the 
sincere and cheerfully expressed regard and attach­
ment of the community in which he resided. There 
was that in the grasp of his friendly hand which 
smoothed the brow of care and dislodged fora season 
the memory of the burthens of life. In serving 
others, he ever seemed to promote his own happiness 
and to exemplify the traditionary remark of our Lord 
when he said, ‘it is more blessed to give than to re­
ceive.’ We have heard his name mentioned by 
numbers, and never but with marked respect and 
friendship, nor do we believe, he has lefteven an un­
kind thought, much less an enemy on earth.
It becomes us not to allude with any special min­
uteness, to the professional and literary life of the 
deceased. As a well qualified member of the Bar, 
he was favorably known, and would have continued 
as he was, an ornament to his profession, had he not 
been driven from it by the urgencies of a fatal dis­
ease. Since retiring from the practice of the Law, 
he devoted himself as far as enfeebled health per­
mitted to the pursuits of miscellaneous literature, 
and contributed, in various ways, to the periodical 
and permanent reading of the west. As an editor 
and author, he exhibited, both native taste and tal­
ent and what is worthy of eulogy and imitation, his 
pen was never prostituted to purposes injurious to 
the public welfare, but was employed on the side 
of justice, virtue, truth, and peace. We hazard 
nothing in saying that, his literary character will 
stand still higher, now that the grave has received 
its tribute in the mortal remains of our esteemed 
friend. Ilad health allowed his acceptance of it, 
we have knowledge of the fact that he would have 
filled an office of honorable confidence near the per­
son of the present Chief Magistrate of the United 
States.
The note of warning, ‘put thine house in order lor 
thou shall die and not live,’ was sounded more than 
sixteen years ago, but by the kindness and skill ol 
friends and medical care, the rapid ravages of the 
fatal disease were until recently held in check.
In -December, 1837, he was publicly received, by 
the holy ordinance of baptism, as a niemberof St. 
Paul’s Church, and commenced for the first time, at 
the sacrament of the nativity of our Lord. The oc­
casion was one of much interest, as it was the first 
adult baptism of the present Pastor and was made at 
a lime, when, there were few male communicants in 
this Church. He trusted that the pious example of
one so much esteemed, and so generally conceded to 
be in possession of the requisite qualifications for the 
ordinance would not be lost upon others.
As a communicant, a vestryman and a delegate of 
this Church, in the Convention of the Diocese, his 
course was consistent and every way approved.
During the few weeks past it became our painful 
duty to ascertain the preparation of our departed 
brother, for the solemn event, which the eye of pro­
fessional watchfulness perceived to be approaching. 
Those inquiries were accordingly made, which were 
dictated alike by a desire to apprize him of what was 
drawing near and to aid him in embracing with re­
newed steadfastness, the blessed truths ofSalvation. 
Since the day of his first public religious vows, his 
light had burned with a calm and steady flame, but 
it was deemed kind and safe to see that it was trim­
med and well furnished for the hour of the bride­
groom’s coming. In prayer, the reading of God’s 
word and unreserved interchange of sentiments, 
these solemn duties were attempted lobe performed.
On the Lord Jesus Christ, by faith, with an hum­
ble and penitent spirit, he reposed his sole and only 
confidence: speaking of himself with his character­
istic lowliness of feeling, and deriving his greatest 
comfort, from the view of God’s pardoning mercy in 
Christ.
At the time of his early confinement to what 
proved to he his bed of death, it was observed that a 
few clouds were passing between him and heaven: 
not that his faith wavered in the ability or willing­
ness of Christ to save, but, that he had not, that as­
surance Mthich he desired. His humility disallowed 
those consolations which others thought so clearly 
within his reach. He was requested to meditate on 
the truth, that the blood of Jesus Christ cleanseth 
from all sin, and in connection therewith, upon the 
tender solicitude of God to save us, witnessed by his 
giving us his only Son: He was also urged to solve 
and answer for himself that inquiry: ‘If God spared 
not his own Son, but delivered him up for us all 
how shall he not also with him, freely give us all 
things ? ’
The word of God seemed to become the lamp to 
his feet and the light to his path: and a few days af­
terwards it was evident, that his faith of reliance, 
had been enlarged into a trembling assurance of his 
interest in Christ Jesus. He spoke feelingly of the 
comfort, he derived from contemplating the love of 
God in Christ Jesus, and henceforth appeared to be 
calm in his Christian hope and as one who stood on 
the verge of heaven, patiently waiting his blaster’s 
voice.
It would be an easy matter and very grateful to 
the writer to detail other incidents of the later hours 
of the deceased, but we must be silent: we have an 
invincible reluctance to the practice of unfolding be­
yond a certain point and only thus far with the ut­
most delicacy,the privacy of the bed off death. Sa­
cred, as well as solemn, are the last hours of pasto­
ral intercourse, and we so well knew the disposition 
and sentiments of our departed friend, upon these 
subjects, that we conceive we shall best follow 
what he would himself have requested, by saying no 
more. During the few days immediately preceeding 
his death, he remained in a calm and placid state 
of prayerful expectation, resigning all his interest 
into the hands of his Almighty Creator and Saviour 
and on Thursday morning last, in the midst of hi 
kindred, cheered and comforted by the sweet chari­
ties of those he loved, peacefully breathed his last 
breath and went to his rest in the Lord.
Though clouds and tempests round us lower.
And many an anxious, weary hour 
We sojourn here;
T o Christian friendship is assigned,
For all our woes, a balm to find,
For friends like these 
To implore that Heaven’s purest peace 
Alay be their lot.
I’ll love them all life’s journey through,
And when the chrystal gates I view,
Forget them not.
TOTAL ABSTINENCE MEASURES,—REV. MR. 
JAMES’ LETTER.
The unhappy features of ultraism now betraying 
themselves in England, says one of our most decid­
edly temperance exchanges, the Presbyterian of 
Philadelphia, are calling forth the lamentations of 
her wisest and best men. The following letter tak­
en by the Presbyterian from an English paper,is from 
the pen of one nowise disposed to withhold either 
heart or hand from any good cause. The measures 
not tiic intrinsic merits of the ternperailCd cause,just­
ly excite his alarm. Mr. James’ reputation as a 
writer will secure attention and respect to whatever 
he puts forth on a subject so vital to the interests of 
society as that of the letter which follows:
Birmingham, February 2d, J841.
My Dear Sir—I atn obliged to you for sending the 
copies of your Herald, which contain your views of 
the ‘Wine Question,’ as it is called, tested by Scrip­
ture.
As areal friend to the cause of Total Abstinence,
I am grieved to hear and read, from time to time, 
the rash and perilous assertions of pomfe of its most 
zealous, but in my opinion, least judicious advocates. 
Engaged in the desperate attempt to prove both from 
the Old and New Testaments that no sanction has 
ever been given, even for the occasional and moder­
ate use of any kind of alcoholic drinks, they hazard 
all kinds of unauthorized criticisms, some of them 
approaching to what is irreverend, and semi-infidel, 
and accompanied with much that is offensively dog­
matical, to get rid of evidence which stands in the 
wav of their hypothesis. By this means they shock 
the judgments and the feeiings of many who are 
otherwise friendly to their cause, but who, though 
they adopt and recommend the practice of Total Ab­
stinence, cannot become actually identified by pledge 
with the Society, lest they should be considered as 
embracing all the opinions put forth by some of its 
leading organs and champions.
Nor is this all; for it staggers many who have 
been brought only so far as to resolve to inquire into 
the principles of the institution. Meeting some 
such repulsive and startling positions, as you have 
quoted from one of the Temperance Journals, they 
are alarmed at once; examination is stopped; and 
they are afraid to embrace the creed of teetotalism, 
le.-t it should undermine their belief in the inspira­
tion of the Bible.
'flie ti ue question in my judgment is not, whether 
God basin any case sanctioned the moderate use of 
alcoholic liquors, for 1 am a little surprised that it 
should ever have been doubted, but whether, since 
he has no where made it our duty to indulge in them 
even temperately, as an article of diet. we may not, 
and should nor, in certain circumstances abstain 
from them altogether, both for the sake of self-pre­
servation, and out of a charitable regard for our 
neighbors’ welfare.
This is the true ground of the total abstinence 
cause, where, and as I think, where alone, it is per­
manently secure. You are perfectly at liberty, if 
you think proper, to insertthisletlerinyournumber. 
At the same time, I deem it right to say, that as I 
have no time for controversy, and ns indeed there 
is no need for my engaging in it, while you contin­
ue in the field, 1 shall not reply to any remarks that 
may be made to this letter, come from what quarter 
they may.
I am deeply anxious for the success of the cause;
I am jealous over every thing that is likely to im­
pede its progress, and limit its success: and there­
fore have I written. As a friend to my species I 
wish to do something to stop the desolating march 
of one of their deadliest foes. But as 1 am a firm,
I hope an intelligent, believer in the divine authori­
ty of the Holy Scriptures, 1 would not attempt, by 
misinterpreting their contents, or by tampering with 
their inspiration, thus to promote, even if I could do 
it, the cause of temperance. There is another and 
it appears tome ‘amore excellent way.’
I remain, dear Sir, yours truly,
J. A. James.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR THE LORD S SUPPER.
In all things human, there is a proneiiess to ex­
tremes;—we see this tendency in the world and in 
the church. A branch of trade is opened and suc­
ceeds—thousands are tempted to leave the usual line 
of business and rush after that which has just been 
opened. The consequence is, it is overdone and 
multitudes are ruined.
In popular movements and plans for the improve­
ment of society, a good principle is developed and 
bids fair to work wonders. The feverish restlessness 
of man, impatient of delay, presses that principle 
to an extreme, and evil ensues. Illustrations are 
found in several instances: the Temperance cause, 
Colonization, Popular education, Self government.
So is it in the church. The reformation in Eu­
rope and England burst the chains of papa! tyranny 
and emancipated the rights of conscience. The hu­
man mind was released, and the principles of reli 
gious freedom wrenched from the reluctant hands 
of miired tyrants. The honored agents of the re 
formation, both in Germany and England, wished 
to stop at that stage, where apostolic wisdom, gu 
ded by inspiration, left the church. But in Contin­
ental Europe this was impracticable; in England 
not entirely so. The tendency was to the extreme, 
and hence the primitive organization of the church 
was swept away in Germany; and even in England 
although retained, was stripped of somewhat that 
in the judgment of many, should have been retained 
We allude to the ancient mode of discipline and to 
the limited territorial jurisdiction of Bishops. So 
true is it, that in times of high public excitement, 
even the best balanced minds are apt to be inebria 
ted with the existing enthusiasm.
The same tendency assails the truth, in relation 
to the ordinance of the Lord’s supper, by common 
consent allowed to be a prominent institution of the 
Christian church ; and for this obvious reason, that 
it presents to the Saviour, as the crucified and risen 
head of the church, adoration and worship; discrim 
inating in their object, ‘do this remembrance of me: 
The Saviour claims—and in this ordinance receives 
distinctive worship.
The history of this ordinance shows the principle 
and tendency to extremes, in a very eminent degree.
1st. As it respects its frequency of administration. 
For some time, it was administered every Lord’s 
day.—Mark the extreme. Afterwards, it was ad­
ministered only once a year.—See another extreme.
2d. In the early age it was confined very strictly 
to a well selected band of disciples, as it ever should 
be; but in later times it was administered even to 
infants. Those things are enough to make us cau­
tious,—for possibly there may now be some diver­
gency calling for a prudent return to the Word of 
God, as understood and practiced in earlier and bet 
ter days.
The conflicting tendencies of the tone of senti­
ment of the Christian family, in reference to the 
Lord's Supper, seem to be these:—There are those 
who would elevate the standard of experimental pi­
ety so high, that few can reach the state of mind, of 
faith and of practice which is declared to be indis- 
pensible in all who would be worthy communicants 
at the table of our Lord. The consequence is that 
many are deterred from a privilege of the sanctuary, 
and so deprived of a means of grace, in the pious 
reception of which, their Christian graces would be 
greatly promoted and strengthened.
On the other tendency to extreme, are found those 
who so far depress the ordinance, as to put it upon 
the same level, or nearly so, with any other means 
of grace : the hearing of the word for instance ; and 
so lower the standard of experimental religion to 
such an extent as to admit all who wish the com­
munion, and have been baptized and complied with 
tendencies'IvaBefiafj'eljffjQn. Tliese seem to be the 
tions from the plain letter of the word and church of 
God.
Our church throws a heavy responsibility on her 
parochial clergy, by directly refusing to legislate too 
minutely upon the qualifications and disqualifications 
for approaching this holy ordinance. It rests with 
the pastor to guard the spiritual interests of his cure, 
in the most careful manner; whilst to the laity there 
is given the right of appeal to the ecclesiastical au­
thority of each diocese, in any case where the pastor 
may have erected private opinion into the force of 
ecclesiastical law. As proof of these statements I 
refer to the rubric at the end of the confirmation ser­
vice, which expressly states who are to be admitted 
to the Holy Communion, viz: ‘those who have been 
confirmed, or are ready and desirous to be confirm­
ed’; and to the last rubric at the end of the cate­
chism, which declares who are to he presented for 
confirmation, viz: ‘fill such persons as the minister 
shall think fit to be presented to the Bishop.’
We have sometimes wished that the church had 
legislated more minutely and specifically on this sub­
ject, and that less discretion had been left to us, in 
deciding who should and who should not be commu­
nicants,—but we believe it is better as it is. Multi­
plied laws are pernicious, since the very law or rule 
which cures one evil to-day, may, through the in­
firmity of human judgment, originate a numerous 
progeny of inconveniences to-morrow.
Instead, therefore, of attempting to aid us by in­
cessant conventional legislation, the church directs 
us to her existing statutes and the Word of God.
Now thus should we act, looking to God to direct 
us in this duly ; and rather than err in excluding 
any from this blessed sacrament, should We hot be 
willing to lean the other way, striving at the same 
time never to allow the ordinance to be abused ?
As the church expressly restricts the Holy Com­
munion to those ‘who have been confirmed, or are 
ready and desirous to be confirmed,’ and invests the 
parish minister with the responsibility,of presenting 
such persons within his parish as ‘he shalllhinkfit to 
be presented to the Bishop to be confirmed,’ the pa­
rochial minister is the sentinel of the communion. 
But to prevent this sentinel from arbitrary deport­
ment, in the the immediate vicinity of the very rule 
under which he acts, the wisdom of the church de­
fines the qualifications of worthy communicants.— 
‘What is required of those who come to the Lord’s 
Supper? We answer: To examine tl.e.nselves wheth­
er they repent them truly of their tormer sins, stead­
fastly purposing to lead a new life ; have a lively 
faith in God’s mercy through Christ with a thankful 
remembrance ofjbis death ; and be in charity with all 
men.’ Godly repentance, living faith and universal 
love, constitute the essential fitness for this blessed 
ordinance. Volumes have been written ns guides to 
this duty, but we have never seen any improvement 
yet upon this simple scriptural directory in the lan­
guage of the church. Let it be read in view of 
the ensuing easter solemnities: for approaching which 
with joyful and swelling hearts may the risen Sav­
iour prepare both pastors and people. It is a day 
which leads us to the graves of departed relatives 
and friends, and lifts from the dust our buried joys. 
Praise to the Lamb, who bought us with his blood, 
who liveth, but was dead. O for a living, vigorous, 
glowing love, to serve him as we ought. * *
as by that of the Bible. Nor of those alone to 
whorh, under the teachings ofGod’s Spirit, its truths 
are opened in all their gigantic and overwhelming 
force, but such as receive it merely as an authentic 
record, and accord to it the authority of acknowl­
edged veracity. As a mere matter of composition, 
there is nothing so likely to elevate and endow with 
new vigor the faculties, as the bringing them into 
contact with its stupendous truths, and the setting 
them to grasp and measure those truths.
It is undeniable, that whenever the mind grows 
dw'arfish and enfeebled, it is ordinarily, because left 
to deal with common-place facts, and is never sum­
moned to the effort ot taking the span and altitude 
of broad and lofty disclosures. The mind will na­
turally bring itself down to the dimensions of the 
matters with w hich it is alone familiar. All expe­
rience evinces the power of such association. Fam­
iliarity with whatever is trifling and frivolous, be­
gets the same habits of mind in us, until it well nigh 
loses the ability of being otherwise. Apply this 
common sense principle to the study of the Bible. 
If for the enlargement of the mind, and the strength­
ening of its faculties, it be important thai acquain. 
tance should be made with ponderous and far-spread­
ing truths, what knowledge can outdo for such a re­
sult, that of the Bible? The sublimity of the topics 
of which it treats: the dignified simplicity of its 
method of treatment: the nobleness of the myste­
ries it develops: the illumination which it throws on 
points, of all others, the most interesting to crea­
tures conscious of immortality; all these conspire 
to produce the result, that the man who shall study 
the Bible, would be incomparably provided with the 
most efficient, mental discipline. We think it an 
incredible thing, that converse should be had with 
the first parents of our race; that man should stand 
on this creation whilst its beauty was unsullied, and 
then mark the retinue of destruction careering with 
a dominant step over its surface;—that he shoald 
be admitted to intercourse with patriarchs and pro- 
phets: and move through scenes peopled with the 
majesties of the Eternal, and behold the Godhead 
himself coming down into humanity, and working 
out, in the mysterious coalition, the ovorthrow oi 
the powers ofdarkness—O, we think it an incredible 
thing that all this should be permitted a man, arid 
yet that be should not come back from the ennob- 
ling associations with a mind a hundred fold more 
expanded, and a hundred fold more elevated than 'i 
he had gazed at the exploits of Caesar, or poured 
forth his attention on the results of machinery.
It is easy enough to show—what no reader of the 
Bible can need to be shown—that there is no human 
composition presenting in any thing of the same de. 
gree, the majesty of oratory, and the loveliness of 
poetry. If regard be had simply to the best means 
of improving the taste, others might commend a» 
tention to the classic page, or bring forward the 
standard works of a nation’s literature, but we say, 
let the student be chained down to the study of 
scripture! If lie would learn what is noble in verse, 
lie must hearken to Isaiah sweeping the chord ts 
Jerusalem’s glory; and if he would know what is 
powerful eloquence, he must stand by Paul pleading 
in bonds at the tribunal of Agrippa, or listen to the 
words of his winning oratory on Mars Hill!
TIIE CHRISTIAN WITNESS AND CHURCH ADVO 
CATE.
This Episcopal contemporary which has born' 
faithful witness to the truth for the last seven years, 
has passed into the editorial charge of the Rev. 
Messrs. J. L. Stone, D. D., Thomas M. Clark, and 
John Woart,—rectors respectively of St. Paul’s, 
Grace, and Christ Churches, Boston. Its forme! 
style of ‘ Christian Witness’ has been modified by the 
addition of ‘ Church Advocate,’ with a view moi! 
distinctly to indicate to the eye of the reader thati! 
is an Episcopal paper.
This arrangement for tlie editorship of the Wil 
ness promises good and effective service for tk 
Church in these times.
We copy from the joint editorial of the numbe 
announcing the above change, the following pan 
graph, as indicating the position which will be mail 
tained by the editors in reference to Oxfordism :
‘The Christian Witness and Church Advoca 
will aim at the dissemination ofthose views of chn 
tian doctrine which are usually known as those 
the English reformers, expressed in the liturgy 
tides, and homilies of the church. It takes gram 
land went too far dtRie'pdmfhfitJheaiurch °f 
motion, and that it is note desirable for her to refo: 
herself back again towards popery. The tendency 
this retro-refonnalion, so far as it exists on eitli: 
side the waters, is to its conductors a subject of tie. 
alarm, ana will make them cleave more earnest 
than ever to the simple faith of the gospel, to Jess 
Christ and him crucified, and to Scripture alone, ai 
above all fellowship, the Christian’s guide to trul 
and heaven. The principal change which they wis 
in our American Episcopal Church is, an increase 
the spirit of Christ in Bishops and inferior clerg; 
and in all the members of the flock ; resulting in 
more powerful preaching of the gospel, in the moi 
rapid conversion of sinners to Christ, and in th 
more perfect sanctification ol the whole body of tk 
church.’
With the views expressed also as to- the visit 
agencies of the church, and her duty of toiling, sacii 
ficing and suffering foi Jesus’ sake, we most cordial!, 
sympatize. We quote from the same editorial.
‘ In using the visible agencies of the church for th 
promot.on of this end, the Witness will be decided!; 
Episcopal. It will aim to keep the Episcopal Chure 
in view, and to make it rightly understood. Whil 
it will cultivate good-will and brotherly love towarc 
all Christians who love the Lord Jesus Christ, ii wi 
be the advocate of those measures and institution 
alone which belong more peculiarly to ourselves a 
churchmen ; believing that we shall find enough 
do in working our own machinery ; and that llios 
who must live in different houses will live most lot 
ingly by respecting each other’s bounds.
‘The Witness would disseminate practical vie?" 
of the church. While it looks on her as the bob' 
of Christ, and the depository of his authority in lb 
ministry, and of his signs and seals of grace in tli 
sacraments, it would still regard her as a body o 
means, plain, practical means, to an end, a holy aw 
infinitely important end. It would not regard her a; 
a fine lady merely, richly dressed, and adorned wit; 
rings, and jewels, and crosses, to be looked at anc 
praised, and almost worshipped,--but as a righi 
iiard-working servant of Jesus Christ; feeding a 
his board indeed, and shining in his favor and glory 
—but still a truly working servant of Christ, loilin 
for him, sacrificing for him, and suffering foi 
him, in the great work of teaching his salvation 
all the lost sons of men, from the monarch on hi) 
throne to the poor outcast in the streets.’
WESTERN TEMPERANCE ADVOCATE.
In an article (the mere heading of which is a con 
densed calumny,) of a recent number of this paper 
we have the following assertion, which we quoti 
mainly as an illustration of the editor's theory a 
‘electrifying’ the public nrind. Henceforth, accot 
ding to the individual opinion ol this editor, all wh 
are not prof essedly tee-totalisls, however abstinent 
are to be regarded and proscribed as ‘ drunkard;? anc 
diunkard-makers, and upholders of the system.’ II 
is tune that those who by example and precept, en 
deavor to inculcate the duty of temperance in 
all things, should count the cost of their ‘posi­
tion.’
‘There are,’ says this individual, ‘but two side® 
now in the temperance question. All arrayed'on one 
side, no matter wliat their professions may be, must 
be classed with drunkards and drunkard makers and 
upholders of the system. All on the other side co 
against this odious and hateful system.’ b
This is the way the temperate and reflecting por­
tion of community arc to be forced into tee-totalisrn 
and the intemperate and disorderly passions of men 
are to be rectified and controlled. The only otjjJ 
er agent necessary is the ballot-box— as on Tuesday,' 
and we shall all become a virtuous and tee-total peo­
ple directly.
fhe gross falacies and unscrupulous misrepresen­
tations of this so called Temperance Advocate in 
there is no book, by the perusal of which, we' may [ the article from which the above passage is quoted 
so much strengthen, and so much enlarge the mind | we have no intention of noticing.
THE BIBLE THE BOOK FOR THE INTELLECT.
We commend to the attention of our readers the 
following paragraphs from a vigorous living writer: 
It may seem a bold, but it is a true position, that
®l,e lUcetcru (Cpisropal ©bstracr. 5Sr
BOOK OF COMMON PRAYER IN HEBREW
AND GREEK.
The subjoined passage is from the journal of our 
Missionary Southgate, under date of Sept. 19, (Con­
stantinople,) published in a late number of the Spir­
it of Missions.
A friend has.just presented to me a copy of the 
-fjook of Common Prayer of the Church of England, 
it, Hebrew, published in 1836, by the London Socie­
ty for Promoting Christianity among the Jews. The 
translation of the English Liturgy into foreign 
tongues is one of the most interesting signs of the 
times. A new translation in modern Greek, edited 
tjy the Rev. Mr. Leeves and Professor Bambas, has 
t>een recently published, and, judging from the char­
acters of the editors, must be a valuable work. A 
translation in ancient Greek already exists, and I 
jjave reason to believe that, ere long, others in Ar­
menian and Arabic will be undertaken. I am infor­
med that the new translation in modern Greek has a 
jjote prefixed, declaring that it is not issued for the 
purpose of procuring its adoption by those for whom 
jt is intended, but simply to convey information 
vvith regard to the institutions and worship of the 
j^nglish Church. The precaution is perhaps a ne­
cessary one, and the catholic and fraternal charac- 
of the design, is in admirable contrast with the 
movements of the other great representative of Epis­
copal Christianity in the West. I could fill pages 
vvith proofs of the proselyting and schismatic char­
acter of the efforts of the Church of Rome among 
these Eastern Christians. Indeed, the simple fact 
that she has raised a communion of 6eceders out of 
every one of these churches, affords sufficient evi­
dence of the nature of her design, and the deep ani­
mosity which these secedcrs are taught to cherish 
towards their own mother churches, shows how far 
she is from deserving the name of Catholic. A tru­
ly catholic missionary acts a very different part.— 
He recognizes in the Eastern communions the great 
outlines of the primitive Church, and though he be­
holds the ancient form encumbered with corrupt and 
vjiiauthorized appendages, ho discovers beneath it the 
<rreat fundamentals of Christian truth, fie does not, 
therefore, consider himself as authorized to attempt 
the subversion of the churches, but wishes only to 
behold them restored to their former simplicity and 
purity. lie does not assail them with virulence and 
denunciation, nor encourage their members directly 
or tacitly to forsake them. He labors with patience, 
nd in the spirit of Christian conciliation and chari­
ty. For the sake of his Master, he endures the re­
proaches ofignorant and prejudiced men, who, with­
out inquiry, are ready to suspect his motives and re­
P.£el his advances. To save the body of Christ fromdissension and schism, he is willing to labor with ex. 
treme caution and circumspection, and to wait with 
long-suffering faith for the fruit of his toils.
The editor of the Churchman continues to refer to 
our paper as ‘ The Gambier Observer.' To this we 
have no objection if it consists with his ideas of edi­
torial fairness and truth.
*»* Several notices of books and pamphlets de­
signed for this week, are necessarily postponed till 
our next.
WESTERN DIOCESES AND MISSIONS.
bishop pole’s jurisdiction.
We are happy to have it in our power to com­
mend the Observer to the clergy and laity of the 
jurisdiction of Bishop l'olk, in the following expres­
sion from his pen, under date of the 20th March.
‘ In your paper I recognize an efficient auxiliary 
in the dissemination of the truths of the gospel, 
and shall be happy to see its circulation extended in 
the dioceses with which I am connected. The 
amount of ignorance and apathy on religious sub­
jects every where to be met with, is so great as to 
require the application of all the aids we can com­
mand, and I shall be happy to hear that you have 
an extended circulation throughout thfe western 
cliurcli. It will give me pleasure to communicate 
to you from time to time, such ecclesiastical intel­
ligence as may transpire within my sphere of labor.’
BISHOP POLK’S VISITATION.
On the 14th of January the Bishop held confirma­
tion in Fayetteville, Arkansas, (the first ever-held in 
the State,) where eight persons were confirrned.— 
This parish was formed only a few months before, in 
remote parUof the State, bordering on the Indian 
'JL erritory, and among a people who had known ve­
ry little of our church or its services.
On the tlh of the present month, (March) the 
Bishop consecrated Christ’s Church, Mobile, and 
preached the cohsecration sermon. Rev. Mr. Saw­
yer, of St. Paul’s church, Greensborougli, read the 
letter of donation, and Rev. Mr. Lewis, the rector 
of the parish, the letter of consecration; Mr. Lew­
is also read the morning service!
During his recent visit to this parish he confirmed 
at different times, 17 persons.
On the 14th, (the Sunday following) Reconfirmed 
twelve persons in Christ Church, New Orleans, in the 
morning, and in the afternoon, five others at St. 
Paul's.
On the 24th the Bishop held an ordination in 
Christ Church, New Orleans, on which occasion he 
admitted Ihe Rev. J. J. Scott, Deacon of the Dio­
cese of Alabama, to the order of priesthood. Morn­
ing service was read by the Rev. Mr. Goodridge, of 
St. Paul’s, the sermon preached by the Bishop, and 
the candidate presented by the Rev. Dr. Wheaton, 
rector of Christ Church,—both of whom united in 
the imposition of hands.
OHIO.
MEETING OF THE CENTRAL CbiSVdCATION.
Kenyon College, AyriZlst, 1841.
The central Miss.onary Convocation met, accord­
ing to adjournment, at Trinity Church, Newark, on 
Friday and Saturday, the 19th and 20th, ult.
There were present the Rev. Messrs. Bronson, 
Blake, Ufford and Sandels.
Religious services were held on Friday, Saturday 
a-nd Sunday, and good congregations were in atten­
dance.
No Missionary Sermon was preached on account 
of the absence of Rev. Dr. Sparrow and his substi- 
t-ute Rev. Mr. Halsey, who had been appointed at 
the last meeting to preach on that occasion.
The next meeting of the Convocation will be held 
a.t Worthington on the 10th and 11th days of June 
*iext.
JOHN SANDELS, Sec. pro. tcm.
Theological seminary, kenyon college and 
KENYON PREPARATORY SCHOOLS.
SUMMER TERM.
We are requested to give notice that the Summer 
Term of the Diocesan Institutions at Gambier, will 
Commence on Wednesday the 14th instant.
BISHOP MCILVAINe’s VISITATIONS.
Bishop Mcllvaine has found it necessary to change
the appointment for his visitations. With divine 
Permission, they will be as follows?
St. John’s, Worthington, Wednesday, April G, 
•ervice morning and afternoon.
Grace, Berkshire, Good Friday.
St. Peter’s, Delaware, Easter Sunday,
St. Paul’s, Chillicothe, Tuesday after Easter, ser­
vice at night.
All Saint’s, Portsmouth, Thursday after Easter, 
Convocation.
Christ’s and St. Paul's Churches, Cincinnati, 
Bunday, after Easter.
St. Matthew’s, Hamilton, Thursday, April 22,ser­
vice at night.
Trinity, Troy, Sunday, April 25.
St. Paul’s, Greenville, Monday, April 26, service
at night.
St. James,’ Piqua, Wednesday, April 28.
St. Mark’s, Sidney, Thursday, “ 29
Christ’s Chsrcb, Dayton, Sunday, May 2.
All Soul’s, Springfield, Tuesday, May 4-
SOUTH-WESTERN CONVOCATION.
[ Time of meeting changed. ]
The members of the South Western Convocation 
are notified to meet the Bishop at Cincinnati on 
Wednesday the 14th of April,-the week after Easter
JOHN T. BROOKE, President.
March 23, 1841.
TOPICS OF THE TIMES.
SATURDAY, APRIL 10, 1841.
‘Clje form anb pressure of tfie Cinit.’
DEATH OF THE PRESIDENT.
WILLIAM HENRY HARRISON, President 
op the United States, died on Sunday morning 
the 4th inst. at half past 12 o'clock.
We make this brief record, (after the matter 
of our paper is in type) with profound grief, and 
with humble resignation to the Divine Will.
DEATH OF GENERAL HARRISON. 
City of Washington, April 4, 1841.
An all-wise Providence having suddenly re­
moved from this life, WILLIAM HENRY 
HARRISON, late President of the United 
States, we have thought it our duty, in the re­
cess of Congress, and in the absence of the 
Vice President from the seal of Government, 
to make this afflicting bereavement known to 
the country by this declaration, under our 
hands.
He died at the President’s House, in this 
city, this fourth day of April, Anno Domini 
1841, at thirty minutes before one o’clock in 
the morning.
The People of the United States, over­
whelmed, like ourselves, by an event so un­
expected and so melancholy, will derive con­
solation from knowing that his death was 
calm and resigned, as his life has been patri­
otic, useful and distinguished ; and that the 
last utterance of his lips expressed a fervent 
desire for the perpetuity of the Constitution, 
and the preservation of its true principles. In 
death, as in life, the happiness of his country 
was uppermost in hi§ thoughts.
Daniel Webster, Secretary of State.
’ Thos. Ewing, Secretary of the Treasury. 
John Bell, Secretary of War.
J. J. Crittenden, Attorney General. 
Francis Granger, Postmaster General.
TO OUR CITY SUBSCRIBERS.
We hope it will be agreeable and convenient to 
the city subscribers of the Observer, who have not 
paid for the current volume, to cash the bills which 
will be presented by the carrier, as collector for the 
paper, early the ensuing week. Publishkr.
celebration of the 53tf, anniversary of the 
SETTLEMENT OF OHIO.
The landing at Marietta, for the first settle­
ment of Ohio, at 11 o’clock, A. M., April 7th, 
1788, was celebrated in this city, on Wednesday 
last, under arrangements made by her native sons. 
A military and civic procession was fofmed at 
the Court House; which proceeded to the First 
Presbyterian Church, now standing On the very 
spot where the first Christian worship was held 
under the trees of the fo'rest, in 1787.
The Rev. Dr. Wilson, for a third of a century 
the pastor of that Church, opened the exercises 
with an impressive and appropriate prayer, which 
was preceded by music; after which the Orator 
of the day, Judge Reed, delivered a discourse, 
which fixed the attention of a numerous audience 
for an hour and a quarter. It was throughout 
animated and hortatory; being addressed to his 
young countrymen, and intended, by a reference 
to the enterprise, exposure and sufferings of their 
pioneer fathers and mothers, to urge them on to 
deeds, worthy of their high ancestry.
It was interesting to obSerVe near the stand of 
the Orator, one of those who landed with the 
original fathers of the State,—at that time a 
young, and now, not an old man at least in ap­
pearance; yet within the period, thus bounded, 
the population of the State has advanced from, 
about 40 persons, encamped at the mouth of the 
Muskingum river, to nearly 1,700,000! We find 
ourselves bewildered by the contemplation of 
such a progress; Long mriy the sons and daugh­
ters of the founders of such a State commemorate 
its birth! And may the day never be desecrated, 
by connecting with its observances, any acts of 
immorality or dissipation! D.
Agricultural Statistics.—According to the returns 
of the Marshals, by whom the late census was taken, 
the State of New York is behind Pennsylvania in 
the production of wheat, to the amount of about 
2,000,000 bushels annually; while it excels Pennsyl­
vania in the production of rye over 3,000,000 bush­
els, of Indian corn 2,500,000 bushels, of oats over 
2,000,000 bushels, ofbuckwheat 300,000 bushels, of 
barley 2,300,000, of potatoes 21,000,000 bushels, 
wool nearly 1,000,000 pounds, hay nearly 2,000,000 
tons, sugar over 8,000,000 pounds, and of products 
of the dairy over $8,OOO.()0O. In the production of 
wheat., Ohio exceeds Pennsylvania about 3,00’,000, 
bushels, while Virginia is but about TJ millions of 
bushels behind New York in that article. In Indian 
corn, Tennessee takes the lead of all the States, 
producing 42£ millions of bushels yearly, North 
Carolina 34A millions of bushels, Virginia about 34 
millions of bushels, Illinois 28 millions, Michigan 22 
millions, Alabama 18 millions, Missouri 15 millions, 
Pennsylvania I3J millions, and New York 10 mil­
lions. Of neat cattle, New York possesses-2,642,- 
438, Pennsylvania 146,418, Ohio 1,008,313. Of 
sheep New York has 5,381,225, Pennsylvania 3,396- 
431, Ohio 1,964,957, Vermont 1,393,420, Virginia 
1,280,736. In the products of the orchard, New 
York and Vermont lead the other states nearly two 
to one: the former being to the amount $1,732,357, 
the latter $1,109,387. In cotton, Mississippi bears 
the palm, producing yearly 289,838,818 pounds, Al­
abama 240,379,669 pounds. South Carolina 148,907,- 
880 pounds, Georgia 134,322,755 pounds, Louisiana
87,640,185 pounds, Virginia 10,767,451 pounds. Of 
tobacco Maryland produces 19,000,000 pounds, Vir­
ginia 14,000,000 pounds, Ohio 6.000,000 pounds, 
Tennessee 26,700,000 pounds, Missouri 8,500,000 
pounds, and Indiana near 2,000,000 pounds.
Circular.—Department of State, March 20th, 1841. 
To the Hon. Thomas Ewing, Secretary of the Trea­
sury:
Sir,—The President is of opinion that it is a great 
abuse to bring the patronage of the General Gov­
ernment into conflict with the freedom of elections: 
and that this abuse ought to be corrected wherever it 
may have been permitted to exist, and to be prevent­
ed for the future.
He therefore directs that information be given to 
all officers and agents in your department of the pub­
lic service that partisan interference in popular 
elections, whether of State officers or of this 
Government, and for whomsoever or against whom­
soever it may be exercised, or the payment of any 
contribution’ or assessment on salaries or official 
compensation for party or election purposes, will be 
regarded by him as cause of removal.
It is not intended that any officer shall be restrain­
ed in the free and proper expression and mainten­
ance of his opinions respecting public men or public 
measures, or in the exercise, to the fullest degree, oi 
the constitutional right of suffrage. But persons 
employed under the Government, and paid for their 
services out of the public Treasury, are not expected 
to take an active or officious part in attempts to in­
fluence the minds or votes of others; such conduct 
being deemed inconsistent with thespirit ofthe Con­
stitution and the duties of public kgenls acting un­
der it; and the President is resolved, so far as de­
pends upon him, that while the exercise of the elec­
tive franchise by the People shall be free from undue 
influences of official station and authority, opinion 
shall also be free among the officers and agents of 
the Government.
The President wishes it further to be announced 
and distinctly understood, that from all collecting 
and disbursing officers promtitude in rendering ac­
counts, and entire punctuality in paying balances, 
will be rigorously exacted. In his opinion it is time 
to return, in this respect, to the early practice of the 
Government, and to hold any degree of delinquency 
on the part of those entrusted with the public money 
just cause of immediate removal. He deems the se­
vere observance of this rule to be esssential to the 
public service, as every dollar lost to the 1 reasury 
by unfaithfulness in office creates a necessity lor a 
new charge upon the People.
I have the honor to be, sir, your ob’t serv’t,
Daniel Webster.
[Similar letters have been addressed to other heads 
of Departments.]
GLEANINGS.
The Augsburg Gazette has the following from the 
frontiers of Turkey, relative to the conspiracy in 
Wallachia, which we mentioned some time ago:— 
‘From the investigations into the circumstances at­
tending the conspiracy against the life of Prince 
Ghika, it has been discovered that a person named 
Colson, who has been employed in the office of tbe 
French Consul at Bucharest, is deeply involved in 
the affair. The band of conspirators was to be as­
sembled at the country house of one of their chiefs. 
The plan was to assassinate the Prince and several 
other personages, to name a Directory, and proclaim 
a republic under the name of New Romagna. The 
principal leader of .the conspiracy Was the Boyard 
Philippesco. He has denied the competency of the 
Connssission of inquiry, and refused to answer any 
question.’—Galigndni.
A letter from Naples, of the 25th uit. slates that, 
on the night of the 22d, a considerable slip took 
place on the mountain above Gragnano, near Castel- 
laniare, and that sixty houses were crushed by the 
tailing matter. It is supposed that one hundred per­
sons perished by this sudden calamity. The work­
men, who had been collected by the local authorities 
for moving the ruins and rubbish, had by the follow­
ing day extricated thirty-three corpses and five liv­
ing persons. The cold was great at Naples; all the 
hills were covered with snow, and Vesuvius especi­
ally, up to the summit of thecreater, whence a thick 
volume of smoke continued to issue. The river 
Volturno had overflowed its banks, and inundated 
all the plain of Capua.
Marriage of theold ex-King of Holland.—A cor­
respondent at Berlin, of the 13th February, says, 
that the ex-king has overcome the repugnance of his 
daughter, the Princess Albert of Prussia, to approve 
of his marriage with the Countess d’Oultremont. 
His Majesty is said to have recently made a present 
to the Princess of a million of francs. A second 
letter from Berlin of the 16th, announces the arrival 
of the Countess d’Oultremont, accompanied by one 
of her brothers: and a third letter from Berlin of the 
18th, in the Leipsic Gazette, states that the marriage 
took place that morning in Prince Albert’s Palace. 
The ceremony was performed twice—according to 
the Protestestant and the Homan Catholic forms, the 
CoihjIprs being a Roman Chatholic. The newly 
married couple are Known as tne vouni aim Coum- 
ess of Nassau. , .
The marriage xva$ left-handed, or morgantic, and 
the children, should there be any, will not be ac­
counted princes of the blood.
A London paper says that negotiations are now 
going on in London between the great powers, for 
the conclusion of a new and more comprehensive 
treaty, in which France is to take a prominent part 
having for her object the settlemefit ot the Turkish 
and Egyptian question, on the following basis: — 
The positions of the Sultan, and Mehemet Ali being 
defined, the great powers, France included, agree to 
guarantee for the future, the integrity and independ 
—dence of the Ottoman empire. The great powers, 
France included, agree to guaiantee the hereditary 
pachalic of Egypt to Mehemet Ali and his heirs 
male.
General Cass, American Minister to France, gave 
a splendid fete on the birth-day of Washington, 
which was attended by about 1000 persons, includ­
ing all the Americans in Paris. The apartments 
were splendidly decorated, and filled with a brilliant 
assembly. The prime minister of France, M. Gui­
zot, M. Thiers. Count Mole, the Ambassadors of the 
various Courts of Europe, except Lord Grenvill, ol 
England, (who was represented by his Secretary, 
Henry Litton Bulxver,) and many other distinguish­
ed persons were present.
Accounts from Van Diemen’s Land to the lot of 
September state, that the scientific expedition under 
Captain Ross, consisting of the Erebus and Terror, 
had arrived at Hobart Town, after having been at 
the Cape of Good Hope, St. Helena, and Kergue- 
lan's Land. The magnetic experiments which 
Captain Ross was charged with making had, it is 
said, induced him to entertain the idea that he could 
solve the problem of magnetic influence, in so far 
as to establish the position that it does not depend 
upon the earth.
Dr. Anderson, a celebrated physician of Green- 
ook, was walking on the pier there, when by the 
violence pf the wind, he was carried away from the 
friends with whom he was conversing, and blown 
into the water, where, his cloak flapping around 
him, he could make no exertion, and was drowned. 
He was eighty-nine years,of age.
The French Colonial Minister has sent orders to 
the French West India Islands, in consequence of 
the infamous treatment of a female slave, and the 
acquittal of her owner, that henceforth all private 
prisons are abolished, and that slaves can only be 
confined in the public prisons, and that at least one 
half of the Judges must be sent from France; with 
some other minor regulations.
There had been dreadful storms in the Mediterra­
nean—and the French vessels of war and transports 
on the Barbary coast, had suffered much—a number 
were wrecked with great loss of life. The trans­
port corvette Marne, went ashore in the Gulf of 
Stora, and fifty-seven of her crew, including most of 
her officers, perished.
A St. Petersburg letter says, that on the 20th ult. 
the cold was so intense there, that several sentinels 
were found frozen to death, at their posts; and, in 
consequence of this, the men have to be relieved 
every ten minutes.
The failure of Messrs. Montefiore, Brothers & Co. 
of London, was announced on the 24th of February. 
Thpy were largely engaged in the New South Wales 
trade. It was expected an arrangement would be 
made by which they would proceed in business.
The Semaphore de Marseilles of the 21st ult., 
publishes distressing accounts of the inundations in 
the South of France. The loss of property has 
been estimated at from six to seven hundred thousand 
pounds.
Wynyard Park House, the seat of the Marquis of 
Londonderry, was destroyed by fire on the 20th ult. 
The amount of loss sustained is estimated to be 
about 400,000 pounds.
The Circassians after a bloody engagement, have 
succeeded in wresting from the Russians the fort of 
Soucha, one of the strongest forts in the country.
During a late storm in the Black Sea, twelve 
Russian ships were driven ashore, and a large steam­
boat. All fell a prey to the Circassians.
We are happy to receive from the Ecclesiastical 
Gazette of January 12, that the income of the So­
ciety fob the Propagation of the Gospel in For­
eign Parts, during the year 1840, from voluntary 
contributions (exclusive of legacies) amounted to 
£41,000; and that forty additional clergymen have, 
during that period, been added to the Missionary
list, the greater part of whom are already laboring 
in their several spheres of duty. Legacies, during 
the past year, were received by the Society to the 
amount of nearly £5000.
The income from voluntary contributions during 
the year 1833, the Report of which is now before 
us, amounted to £457. OUr readers will observe, 
with much gratification, the very great improvement 
thus progressively exhibited in tbe condition of its 
funds. This improvement, while it is directly to be 
ascribed to the multiplication of Diocesan Commit- ‘ 
tees and a more vigorous and extended exertion on 
the part of the friends of the Society in general, is 
caused of course, in a great degree, by the more ac- , 
curate knowledge of the spiritual condition of the ; 
Colonies which now prevails in the mother country, ■ 
by the deeper aiid more general diffusion of a 
healdy religious feeling, and by a more lively percep­
tion of the duty of furnishing to emigrants from , 
her shores those spiritual privileges which they had j 
ever enjoyed in their native land.
The plan for raising a fund for endowing addition- ; 
al Bishoprics in the Colonies, seems also to excite a 
great and general interest; and from the auspicious ; 
commencement made, no doubt can be entertained i 
that the means will soon be supplied of increasing 
this necessary supervision over the scattered pastors ! 
and flocks of our Colonial Churches. As we observ­
ed before, Malta will probably be the first place sup. I 
plied with a Bishop from this fund; and we shall < 
hope soon to hear of the prelate of that island exend­
ing his visitation to the holy city of Jerusalem, and I 
consecrating a Christian Church upon Mount Zion . 
itself — The Church.
Powers, the Sculptor.—A friend has favored us, , 
says the National Gazette, with a letter from Powers, 
the Sculptor, who is pursuing his art in Florence 
with eminent success. His busts are spoken,of by 
good and impartial judges as quite equal to those of 
any sculptor in Italy. At-present Mr. Powers is 
engaged upon an original work. The subject is 
Eve just before she tastes the forbidden fruit. She 
holds the apple in her right hand raised to a level 
With the shoulder and a little on one side. The face 
is inclined towards this object, and is expressive of 
desire and serious reflection. The other hand falls 
by the side and holds some of the same fruit,—as 
Eve gave it to Adam also. The hair is parted on the 
forehead, and passing over the ears, falls in wavy 
masses down the back, until it terminates among a 
cluster of flowering plants. Partly circling her feet, 
and partly concealed by tlie shrubbery, the serpen 
rears his head and watches the face of liia victim. 
Besides this statue, Mr. Powers has two other de­
signs which he will execuie. One is a Greek Slave 
—a young girl in the Turkish market, exposed for 
sale to the gaze of the bidders. We are happy to 
mention thus the enthusiastic and successful devotion 
of American genius to the highest achievements of 
art.—N. Y. American.
Another Steamboat Gone.—We learn by the 
steamboat John Jay, which left Little Rock on the 
13th instant, that the steamer Lady of Arkansas 
was sunk about 50 miles above the mouth of the Ar­
kansas river. She was running into a wood yard, 
when she encountered a snag, and sunk in a few 
minutes. The cargo was partly saved in a damaged 
state, but the boat would be a total loss. The 
weather in Arkansas has been severe this spring, 
and a real snow storm was experienced on the 13th. 
The new coal mine was being worked, and several 
flatboats, loaded with the mineral, were ready to 
start for this market.—N. O. Bulletun.
Fort Niagara.—The Lockport Courier of the 
24th says—‘One company of tlie regular troops sta­
tioned at Buffalo were marched to Lewistown one 
day last week, where they are now posted. We un­
derstand that orders have been received at Fort Ni­
agara recently, to commence repairs upon that for­
tress, and to put it in complete condition of de­
fence.’
MeLeod's Trial, according to the Argus, can­
not take place until the first Monday in October, un­
less a special court be directed for the purpose, 
which can be ordered under the U. S. by the Circuit 
Judge or by the Legislature;
Dates of Missionary Societies.—The Romish 
Society of Jesus, for the conversion of Infidels 
and Heretics was formed, A. D., 1539; the Ro­
mish Society for Propagating the Catholic Faith, 
in 1622; The Society of the Church of England, 
for Propagating the Gospel in New England and 
the parts adjacent, in 1685; The Society of the 
same Church for Promoting Christian Knowl­
edge—one principal object of which was the 
distribution r.f the Bible in 1698; The Society 
of the same Church for Propagating the Gospel 
ir. Foreign Parts, lu 1761; The Royal Danish Mis­
sionary Society, in 1704; the Scottish (Presbyte­
rian) Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 
in 1709; The Lutheran Missionary Society. Halle, 
1707; the Moravian Missionary Society, in 1732; 
the English Metho’dist Missionary Society, in 17- 
85; and the English Baptist Missionary Society, 
in 1792. Of the origin of the British and Foreign 
Bible Society, the following account is given by 
the New York Evangelist.
The want of Welsh Bibles was the primary 
occasion of those measures which resulted in 
its formation. For several years this want had 
been deeply felt, and a correspondence on the 
subject kept up between Clergymen in Wales 
and London. At length, in 1802, the Rev. 
Thomas Charles, an Ordained minister of the Es­
tablished Church then laboring in connection 
with the Welsh Calvinistic Methodists, being fam­
iliar with the wants of his countrymen, came to 
London. In a circle of friends, assembled for 
the transaction of other business, Charles presen­
ted the wants of his Welsh brethren and urged 
with importunate earnestness, the necessity of 
resorting to some new and extraordinary means 
for supplying them with the Bible. The subject 
was entertained, and in the course of conversa­
tion on it, it was suggested by the Rev. Joseph 
Hughes, Baptist minister, and a truly noble min­
ded Christian, that as Wales was not the only- 
part of the kingdom where this want existed, it, 
xvas desirable to fix upon some plan for the 
general distribution of the Scriptures. The 
-movement of Mr. Charles, modified, or enlarged 
by the suggestion of M. Hughes, was the dawn 
of those measures, which expanding with time, 
and progressive discussion, issued at length, in 
the formation of the British and Foreign Bible 
Society.’—Banner of the Cross.
From the Argentine Republic:—By the arrival 
of the brig Glover at this port from Montevi­
deo, xve have a file of El Nacional to the 27th 
of January. Matters are in great confusion. 
The war is still carried on with spirit. The 
southwestern provinces are concentrating their 
forces. Uraguay is preparing to defend itself 
vigorously against Governor Rosas, whom the 
paper before us rails against in good set terms, 
calling him a tyrant and demon of blood. It 
exhorts every able bodied man to hold himself 
in readiness to fight for his liberties, and advises 
the enrolement and organization of the blacks 
into a body of militia to guard the capital. Ros­
as had issued a decree that all vessels under the 
national colors, and not having a patent from the 
Goverment of the Argentine Confederation, nav­
igating the rivers of Uraguay and Faruira, fifteen 
days after the date of the decree, would be sei­
zed and confiscated. The army of the Confeder­
ation had, howex'er, been successful in the north, 
and a considerable victory obtained over the force 
of Lavalle and Brizuela. Sr. Lilian an officer in 
the service of Rosas, who xvas at liberty on his 
parole, had broken it and taken refuge on board a 
Brazilian man of war, in the port of' Monte­
video.
Chartists in Motion.—We find in the London 
Morning Chronicle a notice of the annual meet­
ing of the Metropolitan Cen tral and District 
Anti-Corn Laxv Association, Mr. Warhurton, M. 
P. in the chair, at xvhich xvas passed a resolution 
that ‘it was vain to hope for the repeal of the 
I corn laws, or any other bad laxv, until tbe mass
of the people xvas represented through the enact­
ment of the People’s Charter; and threfore they 
advised that a national petition he presented to | The remains of Mrs. Elizabeth Montgomery, 
the Queen, praying her to interfere to procure { daughter of Mr. Griffin Taylor^ ^ere 
the recognition* of the People’s Charter.’ This
proposition was followed by a scene of uproar 
and indescribable confusion. Several Chartists 
addressed the meeting, and at length after much 
riot and noise, the resolution was carried. The 
meeting then separated, a Iter lavii g given three 
cheers for the Charter.
Maps for the Blind.—In the Franklin Insti­
tute of Philadelphia hangs a map prepared by Mr. 
Tanner for the use of the Blind. It is a curious 
production, as all the intellectual preparations to 
aid that unfortunate class ever have been. The 
ordinary map of the United States is taken, and 
the boundary lines and rivers and chief cities are 
moistened with some adhesive substance. Strips 
of fine tape are placed upon the slate lines, and 
circular pieces are put upon the chief cities. 
When sand is applied to the rivers and it becomes 
dry, the principal features of the country and 
the States are easily traced by the fingers of the 
benighted scholar. This is not the only curious 
and interesting object to be seen in that fruitful 
institution, which by the by, is one of the best 
in that city. One which has done much to im­
prove and develope the mechanical genius and 
scientific talent of Pensvlvania.
Stammering.—An operation was lately per­
formed in London for the cure of this defect, by 
Mr. Bennet Lucas, at the Metropolitan Free 
Hospital, in the presence of numerous medical 
gentlemen. The patient was a man aged 30, 
and after the operation, which consisted in divi­
ding some of the muscles of the tongue, he 
was enabled to pronounce with great accuracy 
and distinctness many words which before the 
operation he could not. This operation has been 
performed in France and Germany, but never 
before in England. We are not aware that it 
has ever been performed in this country.
The Freshet at the South.-—We learn from 
L. O. Reynolds, Esq., engineer-in-chief, who 
xvas in Macon at the time of the flood, .that it 
did immense damage to the planters in the 
vicinity of the Oconee, Ocmulgee and Og- 
echee rivers. On Commissioners’ Creek, ten 
mills have been carried away. Many other 
mills on other streams have been sxvept off. 
Numbers of cattle have been droxvnecl. On 
one island in the Oconee 700 head of cattle were 
destroyed, and sex oral persons have lost 100 head. 
Valuable land on the rivers has been much im­
paired in value, if not totally destroyed, by the 
washing of sand over the surface.—Savannoh 
Georgian, March 23.
Naval.—The Rio correspondent of the Ex­
change, under date of the 4th February, says:— 
In port U. S. ships Potomac, Capt. Store, hear­
ing the broad pennant of Com. Ridgely; Consti­
tution, bearing the board pennant of Com. Kear­
ney; Boston, Cap. Long; Decatur, Cap. Ogden; 
Marion, Capt. Belt, and U. S. schr. Enterprize, 
Goldsborough. The U. S. ships Yorktoxvn, 
Dale, and Relief, sailed for their separate desti­
nations on the 5th inst.—Balt. Patriot.
Col. Harney—Returned to St. Augustine on 
the 21st with his troops, after a campaign of 
some, .months in the Everglades, in good health. 
The Herald says—
In exploring the Everglades, Col. Harney made 
some geographical discoveries, and lately he has 
added something to our stock of knoxvledge in 
Natural History, by killing behind. Key West 
two of the animals heretofore considered fabu­
lous among us, called ■Manii-tee.’ From what 
I can learn it is a sort of Sea Cow, or something 
between a Propoise and a seal, about 15 ft. long, 
with head like a Coxv and two small flippers— 
neat weight about 2500 lbs.—cannot leave the 
xvater—feeds on the grass of the margin, and 
propels itself forward by a broadtail.
Maj. Childs has been out on an unsuccessful 
scout so far as concerns captures, having merely- 
taken a child of 3 years old, which in the hurry 
of escaping was left at one of the Indian 
camps.—N. American.
Heclrt Raiding Accident.—By a letter from 
Annapolis, the capital of the state of Maryland, 
xve learn that an accident of a most painful and 
melancholy nature occured there on Saturday, the 
20th instant. Two boys, one the son of James 
Murray,the Secretary of State, aged about txvelve 
years, and the other, a son of Mr. Carman, teller 
in tbe Bank of Annapolis, were playing together, 
when the latter picked up a gun as one of their 
instruments of amusement, and shot young Mur­
ray in the left side, literally bloxving him to 
pieces. He survived but a short time after the 
melancholy occurrence. It is believed to have 
been purely accidental—Carman not knowing 
that the gun xvas loaded. This adds another to 
the melancholy catalogue of warnings against 
the careless use of fife arms.—Pub. Ledger.
A Genius.—The Cecil (Md.) Gazette men­
tions that a black boy in that vicinity, has made 
an entire miniature steamboat xvith cabins: berth 
deck and upper deck, carved stern and figure 
head, forward and after cabins, with windoxvs, 
wheel houses and paddles,steerage house, barber’s 
shop, capstain, cable box, settees bells, pistons 
boilers, levers, chimnies, and all other appliances 
complete. The machinery is so perfect that it 
may be put in motion by a child.
Legacy to the Duke of Richmond.—The New- 
Orleans Bulletin says—
Some time ago xve published a notice of judg­
ment of the Court of Probates of Nexv Orleans., 
refining to sanction the legacy of one hundred 
thousand dollars, left by our deceased fellow citi­
zen, Alexander Milne, to the town of Fochabers 
of Scotland, of xvhich the Duke nf Richmond 
was the seignoral Lord. This decision was re- 
viexved yesterday by our Suprerrie Court. The 
principles upon xvhich the opinion of the court 
beloxv was based were elaborately investigated. 
We regret our inability to obtain a copy of the 
decision so as to furnish it entire to our readers, 
for seldom has a judgment been pronounced 
from an American bench, that reflects such lustre 
upon our tribunals of justice. At some future 
day it may be in our power to publish the decis­
ion. Suffice it to say for the present, that the 
decision of the Court of Probates was reversed, 
and the Duke of Richmond, as the legal repre­
sentative of the town of Fochabers, was declared 
capable of receiving the legacy.
German Students.-—The following aie the 
numbers of students at present entered on the 
list of the German universities:—Berlin 1678, 
Munich 1371, Leipsic 935, Tubingen 739, Got­
tingen 704, Halle 682, Breslau 631, Heidelberg 
614, Bonn 594, Giessen 407, Koenigsberg 390, 
Wurtzburg343, Erlangen 311, Friburg 401T Mar­
burg 285.
O’jftuarp.
followed to the tomb by a number of friends and ac­
quaintances. About two months ago, a deep sensa­
tion was produced in our city by the intelligence 
that this lady had been killed by a party of Indians 
in the neighborhood of Fort Micanopy, In Florida. 
Immediately after the receipt of this distressing in­
telligence, the father of Mrs. M. accepted the offer 
of a near relative to proceed to the place and bring 
the remains of his daughter tc her native city; and 
with some delay, and no inconsiderable dangers, 
that relative has accomplished the object of his mis-
The train of facts which led to this distressing 
event, were laid one by one by tbe hand of Him,; 
whose purposes and ends no human perception can 
foresee. And in every such case, the blame ascribable 
to human agents should not be measured by the 
painful result, but by the motives which governed 
their conduct—motives too often misjudged from a 
partial acquaintance with facts. Let the writer, 
who claims a full knowledge of the circumstances, 
cry peace! to all hasty conclusions, which would 
magnify human infirmities, or harshly impeach the 
overactings of strong affection. The wounded 
hearts ot husband, parents, and other near relatives, 
now unite their sorrow in melancholy concord over 
their common bereavefnent; and while sympathy 
mourns with them, a voice from this solemn dispen­
sation seems to say, ‘Be still, and know that 1 ami 
God.’
May the affliction be sanctified to the immediate 
mourners, and their hearts visited by the conso­
lations of the gospel; and may all who have felt the 
shock of this sad event, lay it to heart, and silently 
improve it as a solemn lesson. B-
April 5tb, 1841.
DIED on Saturday morning, 4thinst. Mrs M. C. 




REV. ALVAH SANFORD, Chaplain. , f
N this Institution, instruction is given in all the 
branches of a thorough English education, in the 
Languages, Instrumental and Vocal Music, and va­
rious ornamental branches. It is furnished xvith xvell
educated Female teachers: and also with a good as­
sortment of apparatus for illustrations in Chemistry, 
Natural Philosophy and Astronomy., _ __
Tlie department of Music is under the direction of 
two gentlemen of very superior qualifications.
The Boarding House is under the care of Rev. 
Mr. Sanford and lady, assisted by the teachers.. The 
number of boarders is limited, and as there are no 
vacancies, at this time, those at a distance who’ wish 
admission for their daughters or wards, must make 
application previous to sending them, stating their 
age and the probable time of their continuance. As 
vacancies occur, notice will be given to those who 
can be received. . i . ■ .
Boardingi» good private families will be provided 
by the Principal, for such as wish to enter the School 
and cannot be accommodated in the Boarding House. 
All the pupils from abroad, boarding in town, xvill be 
held responsible py the Principal for a proper obser­
vance of such rules of conduct and study hours, out 
of School, as may be deemed necessary, in each case 
to secure to them the full benefits ofthe School.
Young ladips will be received into the Institution, 
at any time, but for no less time than halt of a term. 
Payment of bills is required in advance. .,
There will be a short recess, terminating on the 
12th day of April. The Summer Term, of22 weeks, 
will close on the 21sl day of July,
Board in the Seminary, including washing, fuel, 
lights, room, furniture, and tuition in all the Englisiy 
branches, per term, ... £65 3t’>
Tuition ot day scholars, do., - 9 00
“ in Music on Piano and Guitar,each,do. 13 00
Fainting in Oil Colors, 22 lessons, - 5 00
“ “ Transparent Blinds, do., 6 00
“ “ Water Colore, do., - ■ , 4 00
Other ornamental branches, as well, as the Lan­
guages, are taught, for which there is an extra 
charge. , ..
The close of the April recess will be. a favorable 
time for entrance. Application for admiscion may 
be made either to the Principal or Chaplain;
Granville, March’18, 1841.
lVienzcl’s German literature;
GERMAN Literature, translated from the Ger­man of Wolf gang Menzel. By C. C. Felton.. 2. vpls., roy., I2mo.
‘Menzel’s work on German Literature was ex­
tremely well received in England, arid strongly com­
mended by the most respect able periodical publica­
tions there. He is undoubtedly a writer of extraor­
dinary vigor and clearness: arid his style occasion­
ally rises to eloquence. His nioral and religious 
feelings are high and pure, hi3 critical perceptions 
are keen, and his power of illustrating his ideas by 
the ornaments of fancy, and from a wide range of 
literary arid scientific acquisitions, is almost unrival­
led. Our English critic compares him to Burke.’
Philosophical Miscellanies, translated from the- 
French of Cousin, Jouflroy, and B. Constant, with 
Introductory and Critical Notices. By George Rip- 
ly. 2. vols.y. roy., 12mo.
Select Minor Poems, translated from the Geraaa? 
of Goethe and Schiller, with notes. By John, S. 
Dwight. 1 voj., roy,, 12mo
Conversations with Goethe in the last years ofhia: 
Life, translated from the German of Eckerxnann. ' 
By S. M. Fuller. 1 vol., roy., ]2nio.
Introduction to Ethics, including a Critical Stir- 
v.ey of Moral Systems, translated from lire FrencK 
of Jouffroy. By William II. Chansing.. 2 vols.^ 
roy., l'2mo.
The Characters of Schiller. By Mrs; EUkt. 1 
vol., roy-. 12mo.
For sale at the Bookstore of
ISAAC N. WHITING.
Columbus, March 19, l!d4I.
A n 3 s 2 ST O'oMOP.fULL & TRENER,
Sign, House anA Ornamental Painters, and Glaziers
PARTICULAR attention paid To repainting gentlen.ien’s residences with neatness and dis­patch.
For sale, Mixed Paints, Glass', Putty, Varnish,
Turpentine. Oil, &c.
Shop on West Fourth Street, betweem Main and
Wal nut,three doors east of St. Paul’s Church. 









WANTED by I. M. BISSELL.. West Third Street.
Currency.
CONSTANTLY purchased ar.d for sale by,I. M. BISSELL- West Third Street!
Wool.
»jTT'E are purchasing clean washed WOOL, and 
V V paying for it in cash, or dry gooda baots and
shoes, at wholesale, 
Cincinnati, JFeb. 17.








Few Barrels Sugar House Molasses.
For sale by
D. K. CADY.
Corner of Walnut and Fifth Street*,-
60
--- ,r.
Slje Western QJpiseopal ©bscrucr
QTl)c SJomcgtic Pirtle,
CONDUCTED BY THE AUTHOR OF THE “YOUNG LADIES’ COMPAN. 
ION,” “BOTANY OF THE SCRIPTURES,” “LIFE OF 
WYCLIFFE,” ETC. ETC.
WINTER EVENINGS CONVERSATION _OR 
HOME MADE HAPPY.
It was on a cold and cheerless day, late in the 
autumn of 183- that a carriage heavily laden 
with baggage, was seen moving slowly towards
the pleasant village of B----- , which is situated
in the neighborhood of one of our largest and 
most populous cities. It stopped at length before 
tne gate of a neat lawn which lay in front of the 
residence of Mrs. Howard, a lady of the village. 
Ibis mansion was so simple and unassuming in 
its appearance, that it had received the name of 
‘The Cottage,’ while it had at the same time that 
air of taste and modest elegance, which at a 
glance convinces the intelligent beholder, that 
the mind which has presided over the establish­
ment, is one of a refined Order.
The noise of wheels, had apparently been heard 
within, for in a few moments a lady was seen 
coming forward, as if to receive some expected 
guests accompanied by two young girls.
A genteel looking female, attended by one who 
seemed to be her daughter, descended from the 
carriage, and followed Mrs. Howard into her neat 
parlor. A striking contrast was presented be­
tween these two groups. The inmates of the 
mansion were attired with great simplicity, but 
at the same time exhibited marks of cheerful in­
telligence and happiness, while the visitors whom 
we shall designate as Mrs. and Miss Clifford, 
looked harrassed in body, and dispirited, though 
clothed in garments of the newest and most fash­
ionable make.
In order to let my readers into the secrets of 
the scene, we must pause awhile in our narrative 
to give them some short account of these two 
families.
Mrs. Howard, who may have been already in­
troduced to the notice of my readers, in a small 
volume,*" published not long since, was a lady 
of refined education, and piety, who having been 
left a widow at an early age,had devoted her time 
and energies to the education, of her two daugh­
ters. By this we do not mean the mere impart­
ing to them of accomplishments, the storing of 
their memoiies with useful knowledge, though 
this, to the minds of many intelligent people, 
both among parents and instructors, this is all 
that is understood by the word education, Mrs. 
Howard’s endeavors to educate her daughters em­
braced a far wider range than that of the class 
of persons, to whom we have just alluded. She 
did not confine her efforts to the school room, 
nor were books with her, the chief medium of 
instruction. She looked not upon her children 
as young females who were soon to be ush­
ered upon the stage of this world, there to en­
deavor to occupy places of some importance; but 
rather contemplated them as candidates for an 
eternal existence, an existence in which the ac­
quisition of the richest stores of earthly know­
ledge will be as nothing, compared with the sub­
jection of one evil temper, or the attainment of 
the lowest measure of Christian faith and love. On 
this account, while she sought carefully to culti­
vate their reasoning faculties, and to strengthen 
their memories by daily exercise, she did not rest 
contented with these efforts, but with earnest 
endeavor, and in a spirit of fervent prayer, daily 
and hourly sought to cultivate their whole mor­
al natures, and that not merely for this short 
span of life, but for their whole being.
Mrs. Clifford’s views were far different, and 
were in accordance with those ordinarily enter­
tained by people of the world. Her husband 
had been a merchant in extensive business, and 
she had lived in a splendid house, and sought her 
chief happiness in the pleasures of this world. 
The dreadful hurricane which so lately passed 
over our commercial world, reached Mr. Clifford, 
and involved him in ruin. Though not a man of 
piety, this gentleman possessed great integrity of 
principle, and at once yielded his handsome 
house and furniture to his creditors; while he re­
moved his family to very plain lodgings, and. as 
soon as his affairs were arranged, accepted the 
offer of an opulent brother merchant to go out in 
one of his vessels to China, as a Super-cargo. 
Mrs. Howard and Mrs. Clifford, had been school 
fellows, and as such, had formed an early friend­
ship. They had been separated for many years, 
and had moved in very different spheres, but no 
sooner had Mrs. Howard heard of her friend’s re­
verse of fortune, than she wrote to her, urging 
her to bring her daughter, and pass some weeks 
with her, at the cottage. A twelvemonth before, 
Mrs. Clifford would have almost ridiculed the idea 
of her being invited to pass the month of No­
vember in a quiet country village,hut ideas change 
so much with circumstances, that now the hith­
erto gay and fashionable lady promptly accepted 
her friend’s proposal, and in due time arrived at
p___ > as we have before slated. For a few
days after their arrival Mrs. Howard suspended 
her usual employments as much as possible, in 
order that she and her children might devote 
themselves the more readily to the task of en­
livening and comforting their dispirited friends.
But after one week had passed away, she felt 
convinced that she had entered upon an arduous 
undertaking, and one which required divine 
strength, in order to its being discharged faith­
fully.
Mrs. Clifford and her daughter had been so 
accustomed to the stimulants of dress, and com­
pany, that when they were withdrawn, with the 
additional prospect of adverse circumstances, 
both mother smd child sank down into a stale ot 
hopeless, fretful despondence. I inning the con­
tagion of evil example Was beginning to spread
* The volume referred to, is a I2nio. published by 
the Protestant Episcopal Sunday School Umor, at 
New York, and entitled ‘The Lo.any of the Scrip­
ture.’—Fes.
into her hitherto happy circle, Mrs. Howard after 
proper reflection, determined to resume her usual 
course of quiet, hut active employment with her 
own children, so far as she could Jo so, wii’nout 
interfering with the attention due to her guests, 
and an opportunity for announcing her determin­
ation, soon presented itself.
She had been engaged for some hours by a man 
of business, and as soon as this was dispatched, 
she hastened into her parlor, to attend to a still 
more arduous task, that of trying to enliven and 
please her two discontented and peevish guests.
There is certainly something dispiriting in the 
appearance of the world without, in a dull au­
tumnal day, which unconsciously affects the spir­
its even of those who have been used to country 
life, and have a taste for mental enjoyment. We 
have this fact attested, not only by a cheerful and 
joyous poet, who was a warm admirer of nature 
and who has left it upon record, that
‘November’s sky is chill and drear 
November’s life is red and sear;’
but also by an admirable prose writbr,* who was 
preeminently able to measure by her own rich 
experience, the power of mental resources: since 
she has declared it as her opinion, that a woman 
may be said to have been properly educated, 
when she is able not only to spend a wet winter 
happily to herself in the country, but also to 
make it pass cheerfully to others.
When Mrs. Howard returned to her parlor, she 
was therefore not surprised to find Mrs. Clifford 
extended on the sofa with gloom depicted on her 
countenance, while her daughter with tearful eyes 
sat gazing out of the window on the cheerless 
face of nature.
Mrs. Howard sat for some minutes in silence, 
until Emma gave vent to her feelings in a deep- 
drawn sigh. She then kindly enquired what had 
distressed her young friend.
No answer was given, except by a violent and 
somewhat passionate burst of tears. At length 
her mother said with some embarrassment.
<I have just been mentioning to Emma your 
kind invitation to her, to pass the winter with 
you, and I believe my poor child is a good deal 
frightened at the idea of spending a long winter 
in the country.’
Without noticing the rudeness of the speech, 
Mrs. Howard observed with a smile to her eldest 
daughter who just then entered the apartment;
‘What do you say to this Mary? Emma shrinks 
with dread from passing a winter with us at the 
cottage. I believe she thinks she shall be de­
voured with ennui during our long December 
evenings.’
‘I cannot answer for her,’dear mother,‘replied 
Mary gaily,’ I can only say that Harriet and I are 
looking forward with joyful hearts to winter; for 
we expect great enjoyment, since you have told 
us of your plan for the winter evenings.’ ‘Oh! 
Emma,’ she said, turning to her young compan­
ion, ‘you do not know what pleasures mother is 
providing for us.’
Mrs. Clifford’s countenance, and that of her 
daughter, both betokened surprise, and the elder 
lady looked to Mary for an explanation.
‘Pleasures.” she said, ‘what sort of pleasures? 
I thought my good friend secluded you almost en­
tirely ftom all company.’
•You misunderstand Mary,’ replied Mrs. How­
ard, ‘she merely said, she expected to enjoy her­
self, not to enter into gay amusements. She 
will however, if you desire it, explain the simple 
plan I have adopted for trying to make the long 
winters pass pleasantly to my children.’
•In the pleasant mild weather ma’am,’ said 
Mary, ‘mother likes us to lake a good deal of 
exercise in the open air, after our studies are over. 
She has given us each a pretty garden, and she 
permits us to work in them, ourselves; to hoe, 
and weed; to plant and transplant;—then we take 
long walks and she carries us to see a great many 
poor people; all this you know Mrs. Clifford, 
takes up a great deal of time, so that wc have 
but little leisure for sewing; hut in the winter 
when wc cannot exercise out of doors, mother is 
so kind as to let us sew an hour every afternoon 
for the poor. Oh! Mrs. Clifford, you Ao not know 
how pleasantly and quickly that time passes, nor 
what a nice parcel of little garments we get 
made, nor how very happy we are, when we can 
go with mother, to give them away. Then after 
tea, we have another kind of enjoyment, for 
our long evenings. Mother takes, great pains to 
make us happy; she selects every winter, some- 
thingfor us to study,at those hours, which we are 
not at liberty to attend to, at other times. One 
winter, Harriet and I, made out a list of all the 
plants and trees, mentioned in the Biblej- and 
dear mother collected all the information, she 
was able, about them, and in this manner we 
passed the leisure evenings of that season: indeed 
Mra. Clifford they never appeared tedious, and 
when the winter was over,we had gained a good 
deal of useful information.’
‘And pray Mary,’ enquired Mrs. Clifford, ‘what 
subject is proposed for you to study this winter, 
since you appear to anticipate so much enjoy­
ment?’
‘It is Natural History that we are expecting to 
attend to this season, Mrs. Clifford, and I assure 
you that we do anticipate finding it very inter­
esting, especially as mother has promised to tell 
us many anecdotes, and show the different habits 
and manners of living, of the various animals that 
are noticed in the Bible. Oh! Emma,’ continued 
Mary, as she turned to her young companion, ‘do 
be persuaded to remain with us this winter, and 
then mother will teach you how to spend your 
time happily.’
After the young ladies retired to rest, the two 
mothers had a long and unreserved conversation
* Mrs. TI. Moro in her popular work entitled 
Coelebsin search of a wife.
t See ‘Conversations on the Botany of the Scrip­
ture,’ by a lady,—written for the Protestant Episco­
pal Sunday School Union , and forming vol. 52, of 
their Sunday School Library.—Eds.
on the subject of education, in which Mrs. Clif­
ford deplored her errors, and lamented her weak­
ness, but tried to excuse herself on the ground of 
moral inability to discharge her maternal duties 
with the same persevering industry and untiring 
affection, as characterized her friend. ‘In short, 
my dear Anna,’ said she in summing up her apol­
ogy, ‘I have not the same tact, as you have for 
such matters, I think it is the most fatiguing 
thing in life, to be for ever with your children. I 
weary after a while of talking to them, or hearing 
them talk to me.’
‘Pardon my plainness and sincerity, my dear 
friend,’replied Mrs. Howard, ‘when I say, that I 
fear you are deceiving yourself, by supposing a 
mere tact is necessary for the proper and faith­
ful discharge of maternal duty. This would im­
ply something approaching to injustice, on the 
part of that Almighty Being who has apportion­
ed our duties to us; since if the duty and the res­
ponsibility attached to its discharge are so com­
mon in this world, and yet they are only to be 
fulfilled properly by those, who possess a peculiar 
fitness, or suitability for the task, would it not 
seem to operate hardly upon the less favored 
majority of mothers, and to a degree cancel their 
obligations to train up their children aright. Do 
not, I beseech you my dear friend, take up or-in­
dulge such a notion, which has I fear acted as a 
fatal opiate to lull the conscience of many a 
mother. At the same time, I will not hesitate to 
say, that a great deal of moral courage, of earn­
est persevering effort, and of untiring patience, 
sustained, by constant prayer is necessary, abso­
lutely necessary, if we wish to be faithful to our 
children. I consider the situation of American 
mothers, as in many respects peculiar, and as em­
bracing many points of instruction which are not 
common to English mothers in the same rank of 
life. Our difficulties in procuring domestics for 
example and other circumstances incident to a 
comparatively new country, compel our females 
to take a much more active pqrt in the details of 
domestic life, at least, than is necessary for Eng­
lish ladies, if they are desirous to maintain the 
comfort of theii fathers,husbands and brothers and 
the neatness and good order of the fire-side circle. 
Now I contend, that is the best system of educa­
tion, which is calculated to fit most exactly, our 
daughters for the station in life, in which God 
has seen fit to place them. I am of the same 
opinion with the admirable Hannah More, who 
has remarked that the perfection of a circle does 
not depend upon its size, butupon its uniformity 
maintaining the same position with regard to its 
proper centre; and ‘propriety,’ she observes, ‘is 
the centre of that circle, embracing within its 
sphere a woman’s duty, in which all the lines of 
duty and of agreeableness meet. It is to char­
acter, what proportion is to figure, and grace to 
attitude.’
‘I should be afraid,’ said Mrs. Clifford, ‘that 
your motives of education might lead to making 
our girls mere domestic drudges, and yet I find, 
that is far from being the case, for while you lay 
such stress upon making your daughters useful, 
active housekeepers, you attend more thoroughly 
to their instruction in knowledge, than I have 
ever thought necessary, or at least found leisure 
to do. For- my part I cannot imagine how you 
find time to do so much.’
‘The simple reason, my dear friend,’ replied 
Mrs. Howard, ‘is, that we try not to waste any 
time. Each portion of the day, lias its allotted 
employments; recreations have their turn also, 
and thus we contrive effectually to drive ennui 
from the Cottage.’
It was midnight before the friends separated, 
but before doing so, Mrs. Clifford gratefully ac­
knowledged her obligations to her friend for her 
kindness, and hospitality in her season of adver­
sity,and expressed with deep emotion her earnest 
wishes that she might herself profit by her visit 
to her friend; and she likewise thankfully acced­
ed to Mrs. Howard’s wishes with regard to Emma, 
saying, ‘if you can only turn her into a Mary or 
Harriet, I shall be rejoiced.’ ‘I will gladly, my 
dear Sophia,’ said Mrs. Howard, ‘use every exer­
tion in my power to benefit your child, and pray 
to Him, whose office alone it is to give efficacy to 
any human means or instructions, to bless Em­
ma and make her a ‘new creature,’ indeed, one 
who will not only be educated for time, but pre­
pared for eternity.’
To be Continued.
‘REMEMBER HOW SHORT MY TIME IS.’ 
Palm Ixxxix. 47.
BY REV. DR. BAFFLES.
Remember how short is the time
Allotted to man on earth;
How quickly he passes his prime—
But a span to the grave from his birth;
His days are in vanity passed,
Just here, when, behold they are fled;
And scarce with the living he’s classed,
When his place is assigned with the dead.
Remember how short is my time,
O Thou that dost give it to me;
And teach me the wisdom sublime,
Of devoting it wholly to Thee.
For Thee may each moment be spent—
Thy service each talent employ—
That I,when my summons is sent,
May approach the tribunal with joy.
Remember bow short is my time,
But mighty the work I’ve to do!
From error, pollution, and crime,
O Saviour, my spirit renew;
Thus, fit me thy work to fulfil—
Whatever of service is given,
And then, when I’ve suffered thy will,
I’ll rest from my labors, in heaven.
Remember how short is my time,
The moments,how quickly they £y;
O teach my affections to climb,
And daily in spirit to die;
To die to the world, and to sin,
To earth, with its turmoil and care—
To look on the glories unseen,
And live as Eternity’s heir!
Remember how short is my time,
While here, but a stranger unknown—
Allured by the ravishing chime
Of the songs that encompass the throne,
I’ll haste to the regions above,
The abodes of the holy and blest—
To join in their circles of love,
And dwell in their mansions of rest!
FUTURE CONDITION OF THIS CONTINENT.
A writer in one of the foreign Encyclope­
dias—calculates that if the natural resources of 
the American continent were fully developed, it 
would afford sustenance to 3600 millions of in­
habitants, a number five times as great as the en­
tire present population of the globe. This writer 
after advancing this proposition, goes on as fol­
lows:
‘And what is more surprising, there is every 
probability that this prodigious population will 
he in existence within three or four centuries. 
The imagination is lost in contemplating a state 
of things which will make so great and rapid a 
change in the condition of the world. We al­
most fancy it is a dream, and yet the result is 
based on principles quite as certain as those 
which govern the conduct of men in their ordin­
ary pursuits. Nearly all social improvements 
spring from the reciprocal influence of condensed 
numbers and diffused intelligence. What then 
will be the state of society in America two cen­
turies hence, when a thousand or two thousand 
millions of civilized men are crowded into a space 
comparatively’ so narrow, and speaking only two 
languages, as will doubtless be the case? History 
shows that wealth, power, science, literature, all 
follow in the train of numbers, which transferred 
the sceptre of civilization and the weight of in­
fluence from the hanks of the Euphrates and the 
Nile, to Western Europe, must in the course of 
no long period carry them from the latter too the 
plains of the Mississippi, and the Amazon.’
‘GOD BLESS YOU.’
BY CATHARINE H. WATERMAN.
I’ve listined to the cold farewell,
The careless, short good bye,
When not a tear of sadness fell,
Or tributary sigh.
I’ve felt the pressure of the hand 
At parting, ’gainst mine own,—
The severing of a happy band,
That long in love had grown;
But never bid they wake the thought 
Thy sweet ‘God bless you’ fondly brought.
It asketh for a mightier Power,
To guard the loved one here,
When, in the dreary tempest hour,
Thou art not nigh to cheer;
A firm reliance on his care 
Who rules above the sky;
A trustingness that looks to share 
The watching of his eye;
A Dope that they who love thee well 
May in his favor brightly dwell.
‘God bless you!’ in long after years 
I’ll hold it to my heart,
And check the quick and bitter tears 
That from its fountains start.
I'll merit, with a soul-breathed prayer,
In trusting fervor given.
That great, allmighty, watchful care, 
Which thou hast called from heaven;
And, as 1 breathe it to the skies,
Thy sweet ‘God bless you’ shall arise.
‘Speak to a child—any child—in a calm, positive, 
clear voice; and he will be sure to obey you, if you 
speak once, and only once.’—Mrs. Sigourney.
This is true: and if it were observed in family 
government, there would he few disobedient chil­
dren. Every parent has one particular tone— 
one peculiar voice, which every child, if it be not 
entirely spoilt, will obey. Let any child cry for 
the moon, to any parent. He will be refused al­
ways with that voice. What is the consequence? 
The child stops crying. A child cries for a ra­
zor—a looking-glass—or a tea-pot, full of boiling 
water. He will generally be refused, in such a 
voice, with such a peremptory look, that he will 
not venture to ask again. It is a pity parents do 
not observe this, and profit by it. Let them re­
fuse any thing precisely as they do refuse what is 
impossible—as they do refuse the moon, the mir­
ror and the hot-water—in the same voice, in the 
same way, and they will have little or no trou­
ble with a child. Nature is full of these delicate, 
sweet intimations for the heart of a parent.
‘FOR A BIBLE-CLASS MEETING.
BY THE REV. EDWARD BICKERSTETH. 
Light of the world, shine on our souls;
Thy grace to us afford;
And while we meet to learn thy truth;
Be thou our teacher, Lord.
As once thou did’stthy word expound,
To those that walk’d with Thee;
So teach us, Lord, to understand,
And its bless’d fullness see;
Its riches, sweetness, power and depth,
Its holiness discern;
Its joyful news of saving grace
By bless’d experience learn.
Help us each other to assist;
Thy Spirit now impart:
Keep humble, but with love inflame
To thee, and thine, each heart.
Thus may thy word be dearer still,
And studied more each day,
And, as it richly dwells within,
Thyself in it display.
Episcopal Recorder.
MARTYRS.
According to the calculation of some, about 
200.000 Christian Protestants suffered death, in 
seven years, under Pope Julian; no less than 
100,000 were massacred by the French, in the 
space of three months; Waldenscs, who perish­
ed amounted to 1,000,000; within thirty years, 
the Jesuits destroyed 900,000: under the Duke of 
Alva, 36,000 were executed by the hang-man; 
150,000 by the Irish massacre, besides the vast 
multitude of whom the world could never be 
paticularly informed, who were proscribed, starv­
ed, burned, assassinated, chained to the galleys for
life, or immured within the walls of the Bastile, 
or others of their Church or State prisons. Ac­
cording to some, the whole number of persons 
massacred since the rise of Tapacy, including 





Arrangements having been made to publish the 
Gambier Observer and Western Church Journal 
simultaneously at Cincinnati and Louisville, at the 
close of the present volume in December next, the 
paper will thenceforth be continued under the name 
of the Western Episcopal Observer, and printed 
at the Western Church Press, Cincinnati.
The change of location to point so central to 
the West, and so convenient for the early reception 
and rapid diffusion of intelligence, will it is believed, 
greatly increase the usefulness and interest of the 
paper. With a view the more effectually to secure 
these objects, the Proprietor has invited and obtained 
the editorial eo-operation of the three resident Rec­
tors whose names are subjoined with his own. The 
paper will therefore, from the commencement of the 
next (the XI) volume be issued under the joint edi­
torship of the subscribers, and printed and published 
as above.
The Observer will continue to maintain and put 
forth with renewed zeal, those leading doctrines of 
the Gospel which it has always held and defended 
as essential to piety of heart and life; and as an 
Episcopal paper, will continue its faithful advocacy 
of the peculiarities ot our communion.
Il is the design ofthe editors to establish such cor 
respondence with the Atlantic cities as will secure 
the earliest religious intelligence: and by a similar 
arrangement at the West, to make their journal a 
vehicle of fresh and authentic information, as to the 
establishment and progress of the Church through 
out the Western Dioceses and Missions.
Chauncey Colton, 
Wm. Jackson,
John T. Brooke, 
Henry V. D. Johns
In addition to the above arrangement for the responsible editorship of the OB 
SERVER, a department of it has been assigned to the pen of the author of tbe 
“Young Ladies’Companion,” the “Life of Wycliffe,” etc. etc. The columns un­
der her charge will be mainly devoted to original matter, or selections from olhe 
sources, chiefly designed to guide and i nstruct youthful minds,—while reference 
will be had to interesting and recreating them by the recital of facts drawn from 
3ome of the various branches of Natural History and from Natural Philosophy. 
It is designed to embellish this department of the paper with occasional pictorial 
illustrations of such subjects as may-be supposed particularly interesting. A por­
tion of the space under the charge of Miss COXE, will be occupied with matter 
more particularly interesting to the female portion of our readers.
Gambier, Ohio, Oct. 29, 1840.
I have seen with great satisfaction the particulars
of the new arrangement with respect to the pub­
lication editorship, &c., of the Gambier Observer, 
hereafter to be called the “Western Episcopal Ob­
server.” It is reasonable to anticipate a great acces­
sion to the value, circulation and usefulness of the 
paper, from so great an accession of strengtlito its 
editorial labors. Its publication at Cincinnati and 
Louisville will bring it into very easy connection with 
all cmrwestern and south-western dioceses, while its 
pages will afford a ready opportunity for the publi 
cation of whatever internal matters they may sev­
erally desire to show to the public. With an earn­
est hope that tbe paper will be as well sustained by 
a strong subscription, as it certainly will by a vigor­
ous editorship, I feel the greatest cheerfulness in 
recommending it to the patronage of the communi­
ty- Chas. P. McIlvaine, 
Bishop of the Diocese of Ohio.
St. Louis, Nov. IDtli, 1840.
I cordially concur in the above.
Jackson Kemper,
Missionary Bishop for Missouri, Wisconsin and Iowa, 
and Provisional Bishop of Indiana.
Detroit, Feb. 3, 1841.
I cordially concur in the above.
Same. A. McCoskry,
Bishop ofthe Diocese of Michigan.
Lexington, Ky. Dec. Wlh, 1840. 
The plan of transferring the Gambier Observer to
a more central point for the whole west, with the 
hope of rendering it, in time, what its new name 
imports, ‘ A Western Episcopal Observer,’ meets 
with my cordial approbation; and I shall be ready,tlL an LlJXrtOj LU ICIlU u. o 1 - -- Jz may in
my power, to its able editors and conductors.
B. B. Smith,
Bishop of the Diocese of Kentucky.
TERMS.
The Western Episcopal Observer will be is­
sued weekly on a double medium folio sheet, on pa­
per fine of quality and with new and handsome type, 
and furnished to subscribers on the following terms: 
$2,50 in advance or $3,00 at the end of six months.
. C. P. McIlvaine, D. D., Gambier
Colton, D. D., 
V. D. Johns, Cincinnati.
Roui-diiig and Ray School for Young Tadics.
CONDUCTED BY MRS. GOOCH,
Walnut-Street, (near Fourth,) Cincinnati. 
^TTHE course of instruction pursued in this esta-
.1 blishment includes all the most important and 
useful branches of female education, comprising the 
following studies: The English and French lan­
guages, Writing, Arithmetic, Geography, Composi­
tion, Ancient and Modern History, Rhetoric,Philos­
ophy, Astronomy (with the use of Globes), Belles- 
Lettres, &c.
Harp, Piano-forte and Drawing, with Landscape 
and Flower Painting.
Great attention is paid to the deportment, as well 
as to the moral and intellectual improvement ofthe 
Pupils.
Terms and further particulars may be known on 






A Card.—Having been intimately acquainted with 
Mrs. Gooch for some time past, as an esteemed 
member ofiny church, and having had ample oppor­
tunities of observing her course as the head of a 
Female Seminary, 1 can cordially recommend her 
school, as one of the best I have ever met with. 
Mrs. Gooch has been for fifteen years engaged in 
England and in this country in female education, 
and brings to her responsible profession, a large 
share of experience, and sound and varied learning. 
Parents entrusting their daughters to her care, may 
have every confidence that they will be faithfully 
taught, and kindly watched over, when disengaged 
from study. IT. V. D. Johns,
Rector of St. Patil's Ch., Cincinnati-
Sept. 10, 1840.
CHRIST to Return; a Practical Exposition ofthe Prophecies recorded in the 24th and 25th chap­ters of the Gospel according to St. Matthew. With 
a Preface, by the Right Rev. L. Silivnan Ives, D.D., 
Bishop of Ihe Diocese of North Carolina. By G. 
Emlen Hare, Rector of Trinity Church, Princeton,
Spencer’s Appeals to the Heart.




HE Pictoral edition of the Book of Common 
Prayer, illustrated with many handsome en­
gravings, to which are added original notes by Rev. 
Henry Stoking, M. A.
The Life of Christ,illustrated with choice prayers 
from one hundred and thirty eight eminent British 
and Foreign Divines, and embelished with seventy 
nine engravings after celebrated authors.
Gray’s Elegy illustrated.
The Pictorial Illustrations of the Bible.
Pilgrim’s Progress, with splendid illustrations.
The London Annuals for 1841, viz. The Protes 
tant Annual—Book of Beauty—Forget Me Not— 
The Drawing Room Scrap Book—Findcn’s Tableaux 
—The Book of the Boudoir, Books of Poetry, &c. 
London Bibles, all sizes.
Just received,and for salebv
R. S. II. GEORGE.
No. 26 South Fifth street above Chestnut.
Philadelphia.
Barnes on Isaiah.
NOTES, critical, explanatory and praotical, on the book of the prophet Isaiah, with a new translation ; by Albert Bafhes, in 3 large 8vo vol­
umes.
Just received and for sale at tbe bookstore of 
ISAAC N. WHITING. 
Columbus, January 15, 1841.
R«y. I. Covert's Balm Of Tife.
ANEW and valuable remedy for the cure of Coughs, Asthma, Bronchitis, Croup Whooping Cough, and incipient diseases of the Lungs ana 
Windpipe. Extensively used and recommended by 
the medical faculty,to whom the receipt has been free­
ly made known.
1. COVERT & CO., Proprietors, Auburn, N. Y.
The proprietor is now receiving, almost daily, 
testimonials of the highest respectability in favor of 
his medicine, from physicians, clergymen, and oth­
ers, who have become acquainted with its nature anc 
effect,—among which are the following:
[From the Boston Medical Journal, Aug. 26, 1840.J
The following is an extract from an article in that 
paper on ‘Morbus Laryngeus Concionatorum,’ of 
Bronchitis, by Frank II. Hamilton, Professor of 
Materia Medica and General Pathology in Genev. 
Medical College:
‘The Rev. I. Covert’s mixture; also now usee 
so extensively for this affection by clergymen, 
belongs to the same class of stimulating expector- 
ants, being one of those lucky combinations of me. 
dical agents which, while it promotes expectoration, 
does not impair the tone of the stomach. Of this 
medicine we feel at liberty to speak, since its com- 
position is not held from tbe Profession, and 
hope tbe proprietors will soon see fit to give it t 
the public. We, therefore, venture to recommeni 
it, having employed it in our own case, and in lh< 
cases of many others with decided benefit.’
To all whom it may concern: This may certify 
that I have examined the Rev. I. Covert’s ingrt 
dients, compounded under tbe name of tbe Balm ol 
Life: and believe said compound is happily calculi, 
ted to relieve persons of all ages and sexes afflicted 
with acute and chronic diseases ofthe lungs at; 
windpipe, as indicated by coughs, difficult breathing, 
and pains in different parts of tbe chest, if adminij. 
tered under suitable circumstances and in appropf. 
ate doses. JOSEPH T. PITNEY,
Physician and Surgeon.
Auburn, August 31,1838.
This certifies that having examined tbe Rev. 1 
Covert’s Balm of Life, in all its component parts 
we do believe it to be one of the best compound! 
for coughs, chronic inflammations, etc., ofwhic: 
we have any knowledge, and do most cordially re- 
commend its use to all afflicted with the aboi; 
named diseases.
J. W. DANIELS, M. D., ? ..
W. J. LOVEJOY, M. D., ( fealina- 
GORDON NEEDHAM, M. D., Onondaga. 
E. LAWRENCE, M. D., Baldwiusville.
The nature of the composition ofthe Rev. I. Cot 
ert’s Balm of Life, having been fully explained tj 
the following medical gentlemen, they have consen 
ted that they may be referred to as authority for ill 
utility as an expectorant in those chronic cases 
pulmonary disease in which that class of remedy 
is indicated.
D. M. Reese, M. D, Professor of Theory am 
Practice of Medicine in the Albany Medical Co: 
lege.
J. M’Naughton, M. D., Professor of Anatom; 
and Physiology in the Fairfield Medical Collegd.
Mark Stephenson, M. D., New York city.
Doct. M. McKnight, New York city.
J. R. Mitchell, M. D., Philadelphia.
C. D. Townsend, M. D., or John Wilson, M. D 
Albany.
From tbe Rev. D. More.—In 1325 my lungs b 
came seriously diseased, and continued so for neat 
fourteen years; and about six years since 1 was a 
tacked with a chronic bronchitis, which occasion! 
me much pain and distress, attended by difficu 
breathing and pains in various parts of the cbes 
In March last I purchased a bottle of Rev. I. Ci 
vert’s Balm of Life, and the effect has been, that m 
breathing is about as before I was taken, my chro: 
ic bronchitis nearly, if not altogether cured, ac 
the pains of the chest have subsided. I have grei 
confidence in the Balm of Life, and think it a gof 
and safe medicine.
DAVID MORE.
Aurelius, N. Y., Aug 21, 1839.
From the Rev. H. Bannister, A. B., Teacher
Languages, in the Cazenovia Seminary.—This « 
titles that I have successfully used tbe Rev. I. C 
vert's Balm of Life, in the case of an obstir,: 
cold which resulted in a settled inflammation of I 
lungs, tbe Balm of Life, after the trial of sever 
other medicines for several weeks, effected a gra 
ual but permanent cure.
H. BANNISTER.
Cazenovia, April 18, 1839.
Tbe following from the Rev. L. Halsey, D. D 
Professor of Ecclesiastical History, etc., in the Ai 
hnrn T'hpnlno'ical Seminary, has iust been rece veu:
Rev. I. Covert—My Dear Sir: In referrence 
your medicine, I deem it my duty to state, that 1: 
a long time I have been afflicted with a chronic bio 
chilis and its usual accornpavaniments; and I w 
induced to try your preparation, on the assuram 
from medical men that it contained no hazardo: 
ingredients. Tbe result has been the allayii 
febrile irritations and gradual restoration of healtt 
functions to I be throat , so that I am enabled to I 
turn to the labors of the desk. I think tbe mei 
cine entitled to the attention of all persons similar: 
affected.
Yours truly, LUTHER HALSEY.
Auburn Theo. Seminary, March 9, 1840. 
lETPrice $1 per bottle.
For sale in Cincinnati (wholesale and retail) bj 
B. F. SANFORD, 
at the proprietors’ ‘Western office’ on Fourth Strei
between Main and Sycamore.
Sold also in Columbus, by Isaac N. Whitic
Zanesville, by A. Lippitt. 
Steubenville, by Ja’s Turnbc 
Cleveland, by Sanford and C
—— ______________ __ _________________J
McIlvaine on Justification.
ISAAC N. WHITING, Bookseller and Publis er, Columbus, has just published Justificatii 
by Faith; with an Appendix: By the Rt. Re 
Charles P. McIlvaine, D. D., Bishop of the Pit 
Church in the Diocese of Ohio. I vol.Price, ban 
somely bound, 37icts. The work may be had of Myf 
& Miller Gambier; S. Wells, Newark; A. ' 
Rritchards, Granville; Ed. Lucas &Co. Cincinnal 
also, in Philadelphia, at the bookstores of IL Hod 
er, J. Whetbam, George W. Donohue, and R. i 
George; Baltimore, at Armstrong & Berry’s 
Washington City, at William M. Morrison’s; Ne 
York, Swords, Stanford & Co., D. Appleton I 
Co., Gould, Newman & Saxton, and at the Depci 
ilory of tbe General Protestant Episcopal Sunds 
School Union;New Haven, at S. Babcock’s and 1 
& W. Noyes; Hartford, Spalding & Storr’s at 
Belknap & Hamersley’s; Boston, Crocker &, Bre« 
ster, and James B. Dow’s; Pittsburgh, J. J. Ka 
& Co.
Columbus, July 10, 1840.
BishopIVI’IIvainc's new worlfc s Oxford UiviniP
OXFORD DIVINITY compared with that the Romish and Anglican churches, with special view to tbe illustration of the doctrine 
justification by faith, as it was made of primary is 
portance by the reformers ; and as it lies at li> 
foundation of all scriptural views of the gospel a 
our Lord Jesus Christ ; by tbe Rt- Rev. Cbarif 
P. M’llvaine, D. D., in 1 large elegantSvo. volunit
Theology for the People, in a series ot discourse 
on the catechism of the Protestant Episcopal church 
by I. P. K. Henshaw, D. D., 1 vol. 8vo., pric 
$2,50.
The Primitive Doctrine of Election, or anhistor 
cal inquiry into the ideality and causation of scrij 
tural Election, as received and maintained in tli 
primitive church of Christ ; by George Stanley Fa 
ber, B. D., Prebendary of Salisbury, J vol. Svcf 
price $1,75.
An Historical Presentation of Augustinism an 
Prelagianism from tbe original sources ; by G. I 
Wiggers, D. D., professor of theology in ihe Un: 
versity of" Rostock, and translated from the Germa: 
with notes and additions, by tbe Rev. Ralph Erne: 
son, professor of ecclesiastical history in the thee 
logical seminary at Andover, Mass., 1 vol. 8vc 
price $1,75.
For sale by I SA AC N. WHITING.
January 1841.
IDejj'tetn <©bgcrvcc
is PR1KTEB AT THE WESTERN CHURCH PREiiS 
Rogcn' Row, Wat Fourth-Street, Cincinnati
by ’rilOJIAS »• KA YMONO.
Terms.—Two dollars and fifty cents, in advance j 
or three dollars at the end of six months.
All letters relating to subscriptions, or other but' 
ness matters connected with the press, to be ad 
dressed to tbe Publisher. Communications forth*I 
paper should be directed to the “Editors ofthe WesiJ 
ern Episcopal Observer.” Postage to be prepaid ii 
all cases.
